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Cord Wood,

At the recent meeting of the Sew Eng
land governors, held at Boston, glowing
sta'ements concerning the P0Mlb'l,tl®
of forestry in New England made b}
Gifford Pinchot, the national forester
caused people to sit up and take notice,
lie said that the profite from tree raisin?
would be millious of dollars, whicu wai
indeed good news to those farmers wb<
1'
are struggling to pay off a mortgage.
is interesting to attempt to analyze this
speech. Before proceeding to do this
acknowledgement must be madeoftb»
fact that the forester ie thoroughly con
versant with his chosen specialty, bui
on the other hand it may well be quee
tioned whether he fully comprehend»
the great science of agriculture of whicb
forestry is only a part.
The first important statement thai
"no other part of the country offert
greater opportunities for profitable forest planting, and the conditions in none
are more favorable" (than in New Lng
land) may be taken as true, but probablv other sections of this country ar*
fulfy equal to New England in this reHowever, it is only fair to note
spect.
ι hat the situation of this section as regards mans of population, its progressiveness, nearness to markets and * bipping ports indicates, even demands, that
evw square inch of territory, which
be used for agronomy
can reasonably
and animal husbandry, be so developed,
aud that forestry be relegated only to
such land as can be proved logically,
scientifically adapted to it naturally or
absolutely iu need of It. Purely it
would seem much more reasonable at
present to give attention to conserving
and properly managiug the
ests not only for present needs but also
for future requirements, »·Π of which ie,
as Mr.
Pinchot says, a "big problem
rather than to attack too strenuously
other problems of the future. At least,
the main effort should be directed toward the matters of to-day, while preliminary plans are being formula'ed for
the campaign of to-morrow.
In the consideration of forestry plans
for to-morrow should come, besides the
natural forest land now "either bare or
that is nt
erowu up to inferior species
for forest plantations, also the land now
occupied by forests that is
tural value: such land is found in northnature,
ern Maine, being of a swampy
rich in humus. but ready to grow good
crops with drainage and an application
of lime. A caution here, however, is
that this land had better be left in forest
until it is really needed for other agrl·
cultural purposes. Again, while there
probably are 2,500,000 acres of this before-mentioned land "in New EnK'*®
which could be devoted to
Ρ
ine" they should never be entirely
g iw over to this until U is determined
that no part of them is better suited to

e^istinK

f^eat

Edgings,

Man; breeders—possibly the majorit]
—argue that fowls should be kept close
ly indoors after the arrival of settled
cold weather. Hens allowed to get cold
feet and to eat mow, they affirm, will b<
subject to colds and distemper, and will
not lay. So although they may open

or

municipalities

for

ntilizing or

to

deny

our

birds,

as

they certainly

would dislike to be denied of, their almost daily privilege of going outdoors.—
John L. Woodbury, York County, in
Maine Farmer.

Co-operation

In Maine.

Mechanic

Falls, recently.

It was organ-

to assist and protect its members in
reclaiming sandy waste lands, f»r
Pre- ized
the production, manufacture, exchange
venting sand drifting, insuring water
supply aud keeping it pure, to prevent and sale of farm products, and to prowashing of the soil, to act as a mote and protect the interests of its

3ue

Lady Hetty

wide the doora^ and windows of theii

houses in severest weather through the
day, or even provide the roosting quarters with a thin cloth curtain as the onlj
shield from the outer cold, they care
fully refrain from allowing their birds tc
set foot outdoors.
The experience of the writer tends tc
show that this is not only an erroneoui
idea, except in case of situations exposed to cold winds or lacking the
warmth of the sun, but that frequent
access to the open air, under proper conditions, will prove an actual benefit tc
the birds in the matter of health, and
though it may not directly serve to increase, will in no way detract from, the
egg yield.
For years past we bave followed the
practice of shoveling bare a narrow strip
in front of the houses after every snowfall, and raising the slides daily at from
9 to 11 o'clock λ. M., according to the
state of the weather, leave the fowls
free to pass in or ont at pleasure for the
remainder of the day. We find that
they enjoy the privilege greatly, spending much of their time in the open air if
the day be sunny, and manifesting the
utmost uneasiness when for any reabon,
such as inclement weather, their customary outing is postponed or delayed.
Enpecially do they seem to take pleasure in digging up a little fresh earth in
which to burrow in the unobstructed
rays of the hud, although the beat of
dusting facilities, according to our
knowledge, are available at all times on
the inside. They seem to hpve a strong
craving too, at times, for snow or bits
of ice, and while we make it a point to
furnish them with slightly warmed water long enough before letting outdoors
to enable tbem to driuk their fill, after
this they are allowed to gobble up as
much snow or frozen stuff as they
please. In right cold weather they seldom venture much upon the snow, but
when it becomes the least bit thawy
they readily travel upon it for considerable distances to reach any desired
point—far enough it is certain to get
"cold feet"—yet so far as we have been
able to determine never have we had a
case of roup or any diminution of the
egg yield brought about in this way.
But we have had many bad cases of
roup develop among fowls kept constantly indoors, and have frequently had
our best efforta fail to get eggs from
birds thus confined.
If at any time there is a considerable
interval between storms, we gradually
widen the bared area until a generous
portion of the runs is made available for
the birds. It requires but little time,
as the sun will materially assist in the
work, and will well repay the necessary
labor in the greater number of fowls
that may be kept to a given housing
space, if in no other way. We are satisfied, howefer, that it is an advantage in
various other ways, and should dislike

The Maine Farmers1 Protective Assohigher agriculture. Undoubtedly, planting trees with a definite purp°M(asthe ciation, primarily organized to protect
"
,e
forester mentioned)
the farmers who ship milk to Portland,
.* Pr.,®e !
atum.
Plantings by individuals, com- Maine, held its third yearly meeting at

panies

Slab Wood,

Confinement In Winter.
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[CONTINUED.]
At the far end of the cave a bright
red light kept coming and going, but I
couldn't see by what It was made. because of the laughing crowd collected
around It.
We went nearer, and as

others moved away we took their
places, so that at last we saw what
caused the llsht and made the great
attraction for the people.
It was a giant lamp of a strange
•nape, standing np to the height of
four or live feetsfrom the floor op a

and behli.fl it stood the genie,
fearful and wonderful apparition
v.lio said things in a deep bass voice
Λ bleb
made everybody shout with
It's Fred Kane, the great
laughter.
funny îuau," said somebody.
The genie's witticisms came whenover jii.v oïl»' rubbed the lump. which
each, person was requested to do as he
While it was be i
or she approached.
Ing rubbed the magic lamp flared up
and gave out the bright red light we'd
seen at a distance, and simultaneously
the genie took something from a huge
sequin covered bag he had looped ovei
If the i>ersou who
one of his arms.
rubbed the lamp was a man, he dipped
Into the left hand bag. If a woman be

pedestal,
a

Each
dived into the right hand one.
time a beautiful trinket came out and
was presented with a low bow and an
excruciatingly tunny s|>eeeh. suitable
to the character which the person had
His wit
undertaken for the evening.
never failed.
Mr. Brett and I went up together.
The genie crossed arms and grabbed
somethlug for us out of both* bis bags

at the same time. Then, by mistake,
he gave me the thing from the left
hand bag and Mr. Brett the one from
We walked away to let
the right.
others have their chance, looking at
It was
the presents we had got.
funny—they both happened to be rings.
Mine was twisted bands of platinum
and gold, forming a knot to hold a
His was a thin
cabochon sapphire.
setting of seven stones set in a straight
row
diamond, emerald, amethyst,
ruby, emerald, sapphire, topaz.
—

"Yours Is meant for a woman and
"He got
mine for a man," I said.
But
thein out of the wrong bags.
they're both pretty and so queer."
"Will you—shall we cbauge?" he
asked.
"Oh. 1 didn't mean to suggest that,"
1 hurried to say. "1 cau give mine to
my brother when I go home. And you
—there must be some one"—
"I've no sister, and there's no one
else," said Mr. Brett. "Do have it.
You see, I couldn't get it on my little
finger. And won't you keep the big
one too?
It isn't as if I were like
Mrs. Stuyvesant-Kuox's other guests"—
I couldn't bear to hear him say that,
so I broke in and insisted that he
"She would
should have the ring.
waut you to have it, of course, if she
knew," I said. "Aud. besides, I waut
you to, which is something."
"It's everything," he answered.
Then we changed rings, and I told
bim I hoped his would bring him luck,

"^hTat
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by
The hifls of
reservoir, there will be installed a
"Actopt any one?"
thiQ
excellent
considered
New England
eleetric generating plant, which
No
".Not I."
bing promptly
the country and great
in
and
for lighting
pasture grounds
"Didn't even give them a wee mite
them will supply eieotricity
charge for team.
and
the
should the ruminants thrive 'on
oity
motive purposes throughout
of hoj:e?"
is favorable this district
climate
the
and
L. M. Longloy,
of nearby country.*
"Dear me, no."
may soon become a sharp competitor
"I'uor Potter—for one."
Maine the west in rai^og of sheep.
Norway,
It is the belief of an Illinois dairy auhere
"Sally, I do.wish he wonldn't-do'
Scotch herders will be brought
more butter it made inthat
instead
thority
used
of
with the sheep and will be
We Do all Kind· of....
the use of old and that sort of thiug. since you speak
them from ferior in quality by
And
of feooee or dogs to keep
not properly handled aad It It makes it so embarrassing
cream,
stale
care
more
that
JOB PRINTING.
he reaiiy meaaa
straying as it is claimed
herders.
ripened, than from any other one oauae. somehow I don't feel
Atwood 4 Forbes, South Pari·. can be given bj professional

goods. Call and

this l»ne.
attended to.
see

Job-

quate financial support
are

Water

Copyright. Ι90Λ. ky McClare. TbilHpj <3

old picture) for wbich-when
I wanted the bill—I found Sally had
paid. There was a crash at the reception, but it only lasted two hours.
After the bride and groom had gone,
with showers of rice and sattn slippers, we stayed and had a dance—Just

The funniest thiugs about the whole
affair were—for me—the ushers, the rehearsals for the wedding and having a
married woman as a sort of head
bridesmaid.
Carolyn's beet girl chum
was married herself In the spring, so
she bad to be what they call a matron
of honor.
It seemed horribly Irreverent to rehearse for the ceremony, but nobody

young
people who were intimate
friends of Carolyn's.
It was then that my greatest trouOn a pretense of showbles began.
ing some wedding presents which he
said 1 hadn't seen because they were
in a different room from the others
Potter got me alone and proposed
again. This time he didn't laugh and
joke, as he had before, so that I could
take it half in fun even while It made
me uncomfortable, but was very seriWhen I wanted to go
ous indeed.
out he stood in front of the door and
wouldn't let me pass, and his chin and
eyes looked so horribly determined
that he was more like Mrs. Ess Kay

nouncing ber engagement

C. Ν. Ο A. M. WILLIAMSON

windbreak, to maintain a source of tire- members in whatever manner is reasonwood to furnish construction material able, legitimate and proper, and this cofor farms, saw-mills, manufacturers, operative effort has been practically sucrailroads, etc, for esthetic purposes cessful. No small share of this success
such as game preserves, Pa'k"«
must be credited to its president, Frank
M. Hawkee, who through the three years
gioves. and the like, when Will
an(
are
has constantly worked to keep the ranks
legitimate
carefully planned,
closed up and the members loyal and
mention was made of "the active in the battles being waged to
immense area of land in New England compel a square deal.
which can be devoted to forest growth
Everything attémpted by the organIt may ization in the way of securing a fairer
better than to anything else.
South Paris, Maine.
be noted that rocky land (containing treatment has been obtained in whole or glorious luck.
"Do you wish it may give me what
great boulders and outcrops), stony land in part, not the least being the increasland, very steep land (mount- ing of the price received for milk from I want most in the world?" he asked,
gravelly
Ε. W. ( ΗΛ\»Ι,ΚΚ,
ains or hills), and in some cases very 26 cents per can to 40 ceots per can of and I said that ι am.
tlrv or very wet land, is in general suit- 9 1-2 quarts throughout the year. A
d0'you wish mine may give
borne of committee of three was appointed by
ed for plauting to forest trees,
me?" I went on.
this land is probably adapted to the pro- the association to represent the interest·
"What do you want most-great
duction of maple sugar, nuts, nursery of milk producers before the legislature
wealth?" he questioned me.
! vrl
furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of any stock and fruit; and other portions, when bills affecting their business are
I shook my head.
31/v >r Style at reasonable price».
seemingly valueless for agronomy now, up for consideration.
'•To have the world at your feet?"
One thing to be secured if possible
may, with our rapidly-increasing knowleho"Wn't know what to do with
edge of scientific agricultural methods, from the present legislature, will be a
be used to better advantage than for for- standard-size milk can and making the Jt
est planting; and still other land of this use of the same compulsory for all dealthe one you love best on
If in w itit of any kln«l of Finish for InsMe 01
type may be titted for grazing, especial- ers, those now in use varying from 9 to earth love you ?"
OuttMe w rk, wntl In your orders. Pine Lun>
these
was
All
of
assessment
An
91
1-2
10
possibilities
for
Cash.
bcrao !
sheep.
ly by
quarts.
'n*!es on hud Cheap
I should have to etop and think
should be investigated carefully before levied on each member of the association
which one it is."
to start new forests.
in order to enable this committee to carproceeding
* wlsh that you may love the
and Job Work
Now, concerning the future profits of ry on its work. Election of officers re- m
would they be as sulted in choice of the following named one who loves you best on earth and
planting,
present-day
V ached fine Sheathing for Sate.
more than all the world."
great as might be estimated to-day by gentlemen:
the existing standards of prices, demand
Just as I was looking up, surprised
President— Frank M. Hawkes of New GloucesI-. W. CHANDLER,
for lumber, and methods of construction? ter.
at his toue more than his words, there
Vice-President—Charles L. Publier of Kast
would
this
that
think
to
It is reasonable
Maine
W.· suainer,
....
came a burst of music, and part of the
Poland.
not be true: for are not construction maSecretary—Joseph V. Hunting of Welchvllle. wall, with the platform on which the
Treasurer—Charles C. Warren of VVelchvllle.
terials, such as steel, concrete, glass,
Directors—C. C. ttowe of Ox fori, Harris W. genie and bis lamp had been standbrick, terra cvUu, stucco, stone, etc., Jordan of Intervale, C. H Nelson of New Glourolled away. The other big room
coming to be used more generally than cester, Bradbury Hawkes of Westbrook, O. L. ing,
FOR
Haskell of Me- or the cellar was revealed, with quanever before? And are they not of great- Peabodv of West Paris, 3. N.
chanic Palls, U.C. Davis of Bryant's fond, F. titles of little tables all laid out for
er value and merit than wood, because H. Haskell of South Windham and A. J. Hayes
of their superior durability, tire-proof of We-t Parts.
supper and the walls covered with
smllax and roses. In the middle of
qualities (excepting stone), cheapness of
Pertinent Questions.
production (of some now, and of others
this new room was β huge Illuminated
much more in the near future), ease in
With Oregon sending ns apples, Ne- "flip of Ice in a green sea.
it quickly absorbed.
construction
in
Gi»es Relief at One·.
haudling, simplicity
braska hay, Kansas horses, Missouri
Everybody exclaimed and laughed
It clevises, soothes,
uses, and other good points? At present mules and corn, Chicago bogus butter,
their surprise at such an unexj>ected
at
in
wood
are
these materials
hwtls ami protects
supplanting
Michigan eggs, Vermont maple augar,
Now was the time for
tLe dis>;ts»il iue inbuilding construction and in many and New York canned apples, isn't it transformation.
braue resulting from Catarrh and drives manufactured articles. Then, too, is about time that Maine farmers cast an unmasking, of course, and there were
awav a
uM iu the Head quickly, lies tores not science attacking this problem witb eye to the windward to see whither they shrieks of surprise aud amusement as
< >f Taste and SmelL.
Full size a determination and vigor that cannot are drifting, or rather where their mar- people discovered who their coinpan
the s
3d cts. ur l>ru^gists or by mail. Liquid fail to bring results? Most assuredly to! ket is going to, for all the above named Ions really were. For a minute-I'm
Crwuu lialm for use in atomizers 75 eta.
Thus will come a decreased use of wood articles grow naturally on Maine soil. sure it couldn't have been more—I forElv K:
for commodities and construction pur- Why then should oar markets be glutted
rs. 56 Warren Street, New York.
got Mr. Brett to stare at the great glituse of other conwith products from all over these United
poses, an increased
When I turned to
tering ice ship.
of
result
a
struction materials, and, as
States? We have not mentioned the inAnd
to him he was gone.
this, the preserving of forests largely flux of German potatoes but have care- s|H*ak
on purpose befor the purposee for which nature in- fully confined ourselves to strictly do- whether he vanished
tended them. Under these conditions, mestic competition on articles especially cause he dJdu't want to unmask hi a
what will be the value of lumber fifty adapted to our Maine soil. Again we company of strange people or whether
with the
ask in all seriousness whither are we he was separated from me by the sudyears from now as compared
When you are troubled with your eye».
the atpresent prices? What should be
drifting? Will some well posted suthori- den press of the crowd 1 don t know.
Have your eyes examined by
titude toward forest planting to-day?— ty enlighten us?
I suppose I shall never know. I onlv
Stanley P. Morse in Country Gentleman.
DU. Ρ ARM ENTER*
that I lost him and that I was
know
well
[All discussion is good, and it is
make immediately surrounded by other men
to
was
not
this
if
As
enough
be
begun
that no undertaking should
section poor, we saying nice things about my costume,
until, as the above correspondent says, most any agricultural of Maine
money wanting me to have supper with them
all are told that "millions"
not
it is well considered. Probably
the •ought an investment out of the state and asking me for dances afterward.
our readers will agree fully with
hard
a
Come Here.
year, and it was called
Ihe rest of the night went by with a
correspondent's point of view, and cer- the past
for business at that. The rich men
themselves,
for
think
year
should
all
wild rush. We didn't stop dancing till
Consult Π».
taiuly
mila
sent
alone
and women of Bangor
in one point, at least, it would seem as
We .vo" » κ people, and I believe the
lion dollars to New Tork, where it was
Norway, Me.
if bis outlook is wrong. It is almost
We had a
ones played bridge.
older
that?
How's
real
estate.
in
invested
lumber
unthinkable that the demand for
served upstairs toward
second
resulted
have
of
what
would
think
supper
it
Just
than
will be less fifty years from now
to if that and several more from other dawn, aud when the last, people went
is to-day, or that its value relatively
of the state could have been ex- away It was broad and glorious dayother oommoditiee will be lees than part·
ui
TMC
pended in Maine! Again we ask, is it light.
now.—Agi. Editor Democrat.]
does not develop
any wonder that Maine
"Well. deah." sai l Sally cozily when
faster than she does? Isn't it almost a
.ce bad gone and she bad come
rter?
backward
A Sheep Experiment.
cuiracle that she does not go
wi™
room to lielp me undress, "had
Into
and
iriy
watched
Farm
be
will
instead of forward?—Turf,
An experiment which
id time?"
a
go·
New
all
you
England Home.
with much interest by
revo"Spleadid!" said 1. sighing with Joy.
and which may be the means of
λίν
of
"I'm dancing still-In my bead,
A Mexican Dam.
lutionizing the present methods
to be
farming in New England is about
in first ball!"
constructed
be
ia
to
dam
A
great
tried bj the Maple Crest Stock and arid Mexico, across the Nuzas River
"Katherine doesn't call it a ball.
Poultry Farm association of Springfield,
of Coahuila. The But that's a detail. Had you any prostate
near
Torreon,
tu
Mass. The association is planning
**PAU. THROAT AMP LUES TROUBLE*.
proposed dam, which it is estimated posals?"
bring 1000 sheep from the western part will cost Ιβ,ύΟΟ,ΟΟΟ, will be intended to
"Oh. Sally, how came you to think
GUARANTEED 8ATISFA0T0RT of the country and put them on farms
hold sufficient water to last three years of such a thing? But isn't it too
OR MONEY REFUNDED.
in and around the towns of Middlefield for the use of the cotton growers of the
I had three."
and Becket The sheep are Merinos and
the extraordinary?
Laguna district This will obTiate
"Why extraordinary?"
will be mated with Dorset rams of local
almost
the
of
up
drying
crop·
possibility
"Because I hardly knew the men!"
A new Lot
extraction.
in years of
of entirely, as has happened
"Americaus make up their minds
The association is formed of many
Laat
on the mountains.
rainfall
little
of
farmers in western
The best οι the most
Goods.
the cotton crop waa quickly about what they waut."
of
two*thirds
oak woodwork for closets. No old Massachusetts and has received ade- year
"So Mr. P- So I've been told."
this cause. In conneotion with
lost

Stove Wood and

the

dreds οΓ questions about wlrnt she
would bave to do wben she was a
countess. Fortunately, tbougb. 8he bad
lots of things to keep ber busy Indoors, trying on such frocks as she
could get made In a hurry and writing letters to every girl she knew an-

Ce.

it. I've always tbe impression that—
that tie does It because be thinks be

ought."

else thought so except Mohunslelgh
and me, and Mohunslelgh said In confidence that he'd found out the bridegroom was a mere lay figure at a wedding—anyhow In America—and he Intended to let Caro do exnctly as she
liked until after they were married.

"Ue'd like to marry you, Betty.
There's no doubt of that, and one
can't blame him for it"
"Well, if he keeps on 1 shall be
driven away," I said, "although they Then she
might have to find out that
don't want me to go home yet for— once In awhile it would be
just as well
I don't want to
for several reasons.
if she did what he iiked. But be asked
exI'm
a
wonderful
having
?o either.
me not to mention this to Carolyn und
perience. But"—
And in
her stepmother, so I didn't
"Haven't you met any mau you
spite of ui.v objection the rehearsals
could imagine yourself caring for. were
Interesting. I felt as If 1 oughtn't
Or perhaps you don't fancy to
deah?
laugh and joke, but the others all
Americans."
did tremendously, so I did, too, in the
"Oh. I do!" I exclaimed. "They're end.
all great fun. And oue—one man I've
Mohunslelgh was disappointed bemet 1 think superior to any other 1
cause that Callfornian friend of his
ever knew.
But, then, I've known so (whom he would have visited if It
few. uud 1 dou't know him well. You hadn't been for falling in iove unexneedn't look at me like that. It isu't
pectedly and getting married) couldn't
I'm most un- come and l>e his best man. He urged
a romance, you dear.
know
him
to
better
ever
likely
any
blm, but something interfered, MohunsHe Isn't like leleh didn't tell us what, and Mr.
He—isu't like the rest.
anybody else I ever saw."
"Now," said Sally coaxiugly. "you
uiight tell lue if lie's one of the three
who proixjsed."
"Indeed, he Isn't, and he never will
Why. Sally, I don't mind telling you
I mean that Mr. Brett who was on tbe
ship and whom we met afterward ac·
t ideutally in the park.
He is rather
wonderful considering his station, isn't
heï"
"He'd be rather wonderful in any
station. That's my theory about him."
"1 think It's mine too. He was here
tonight—as a newspaper reporter, he
hinted, though he didn't exactly say hi
was in so rnauy words.
Did he talk

from

the ushers and bridesmaids and

than

don't ko down into history
wearing chlfiou trimmed with Jet.
•
My dear Betty." said she.
Into u large armchair. "I want to lRiv«
a serious talk with you.'
It would have been stupid pretend
lug not to uuderstaud. so 1 Just lookei I

tloners

an

a

subsiding

at her and wuited.
"I diire say you can guess what it ι
about?" she weut on.
"I suppose so," I said. "I am verj
But 1 tau
sorry about everything.
belp nut being In l«>ve with Mr. Parker
can I?"
"I should have thought, said Mis
Ess Kay, "that your mother's daughtei
would have attached very little liupor
tance to being In love.
Apparent!}
she hasn't l>een as successful with you

few

with Lady Victoria.
Believe uie
there's nothing in It—nothing
at all."
"In what?"
.»
"In what you call "being in love.
girl fancies a man for his eyes, or hi
dancing, or because he is strong, anil
she thinks she's In love with him. but
it's only a fancy which passes Iteforc
she's been his wife for twelve months,
and she wonders what she ever saw in
him then. A year after you have boon
married to my brother, you will b·
as

Betty,

ever.

"My dear little ladyship," he said,
"you're not going to get away until
you've given me my answer."
"But I have given It," eald 1.
"I don't call what you've given me
an answer, because, you see, I want

foud of him, and you will be om
you so much, and 1're made up my very
most important young women
mind so hard and fast to have you of
that I shan't take 'no' for an answer." in America as well as In Europe. Oh
j
"1 don't see how you can help It. as my dear, you will have to take him
It's the only one I have to give, and Your mother will never forgive you I;
I've told you that two dozen times at you don't. It was quite on underst ;od
least," 1 said, beginning to feel Irrita- thing between us when she lent you
1»
ble. as I always have from the first to me that if possible there was to
Your beauty and name, anil
a match.
whenever Potter talked about love.
He's really a \'·ι;
"I know you have, but that doesu t ; Potter's inouey.
good fellow—a temper, perhaps. bi:t I
count. There's no such word as fail In
wouldn't give much for a man with
the bright lexicon of my youth. Look
here, dear girl, you don't quite realize out one, and, like most Americans
he'll make a splendid husband."
perhaps what a good time I'd give you
"For some one," I murmured.
I've got as much
If you married me
j "For you, Betty. I assure you. I
mouey as my sister has. and I'd do Just ;
daren't tell the duchess you've definite
as you liked about staying In the army.
refused Potter. You must be per
You could have a house In New York ly
suaded. Be engaged to him. Let him
and a whole, real live castle in your
follow you to Engiaud."
own country if you Uked,. I wouldn't |
"If I did that I should find myseb
care a rap how much you spent on
married off to him before I
clothes, and there Isn't a woman In j being
kuew."
America who's got better Jewels than ι
"Well, and If you did? It would be
you should have. I'd see to that. Bej because you'd had tb«· chance t·
sides, you could do what you choose
change your mind.
for your own people. I couldn t stint I
I sh(!ok my head. "1 must ko lioiin
you. I want to be friends with them.
to England," I said, "but Mr. ViuU·'
I never talked like this to you before,
mustn't follow me."
to you ?"
but you see what I mean. And now,
Mrs. Ess Kay's face hardened.
Τ
Inducement
"Yes," said Sally. "Indirectly I got
I've
said
what
isn't
any
"I'm afraid If J'ou g" home after
him his chance to come."
"1 wouldn't need auy such induceletter you'll have a very
refusing
"1 gave him good advice." said 1.
ments if I loved you." I answered, "but
poor welcome, my child. The duchess
laughiug—1"all about his future and
I don't and can't, and somehow I never
has been kind enough to take uie a
ambition and things like that. I hope
have been able to believe that you reallittle Into her confidence. I don r think
he'll take it.'"
ly loved me."
she would have sent you over with
"He'll probably try all he kuows.
"If that's the trouble you can make me If she hadn't known eomethiug
Did he thank you prettily?"
your mind easy. I want you badly."
about Potter, and your sister s afriirs
"I'm not sure whether he thanked
The genie who said, thing*.
"Then I'm sorry, for I simply can't aren't
arranged yet. Oh. you need η t
me at all. But he gave me this ring
marry you. I Bhould be miserable and blush aud look so indignant.
The
even
and wished me luck with it It was Jameson Β. IIurborough wasn't
duchess didn't mind putting her dltli1 was so would you."
to the wedding.
to
come
able
him
in
to
Aladdin's
the genie's present
"I'll risk that You're too much of tulties in a letter when I wrote her
I changed with him for the one disappointed, too, as Mohuusleigh had
cave.
uis an English rosebud to understand any- you weren't behaving quite satisfacabout
romantic
such
things
us
told
I had.
But this is much prettier
about love. What you must do torily. and you may take it from me
friend that we all wanted to see him. thing
Look."
been a sailor and is to trust others who know what you that at present things stand like tliisDearest,"
Sally Mr. Harborough had
"D-EA-R-E-S-T,
left everything to ought to want better than you do your- you must go back an engaged girl or
spelled out as she held the third finger a cowboy and had
he'd self—your mother, for Instance. You'd else stay away until Lady \ ictorta i*
of my right hand, on which I'd slipped fight lu the Spanish war. where
and like to please her aud your sister and married."
and
thiugs,
brave
done
splendid
the ring.
brother, wouldn't you? Well, they all
If mother were different I should
afterthe
In
have
army
stayed
might
"Where do you find that?" 1 asked
to me."
have hoped Mrs. Ess Ka.v was exagward as a captain if he had liked. But want you to say yes
quickly.
"How do you know?" I broke out.
Ills old. free
gerating. but as It was I believed her.
"Don't you know? Why, the stones he preferred to go back to
"I do kuow. You can ask Kath If it though I did my best to be high eyea poor young man
«pell it—diamond, emerald, amethyst, life and was still
browed and incredulous till she reuntil two or three years ago. when Isn't true."
ruby, emerald, sapphire, topaz."
"I don't want to talk to her about it." marked that I could see the duchess
invested a
I felt my cheeks burn when she gave some laud In which he'd
"You ueedn't if you'll only be a good letter If I liked, though It might be
few savings turned out to have gold In
me this explanation.
and do what everybody expects rather embarrassing.
to
girl
of
enough
gold
gold,
It—quantities
I wonder if Mr. Brett knew!
I was sure it would be and preferred
make a famous mine and give Mr. you to do. Come now, do say yes, and
to take its contents on faith, but
Sally let's be happy."
Harl>orough a great fortune.
That did make me furious.
was so miserable that I had to keep
knew a good deal about the new milIt seemed that cousins
"Any one would think I was a my eyes staring wide open to prevent
lionaire too.
of bis In the west somewhere were naughty child aud you were some kind the tears dropping down. I was tiled
\
acquaintances of hers and had told of medicine the whole family was wait- and forlorn and homesi' k—for ie ami
her how Immensely he had been sought ing for ine to take!" I exclaimed. "It's Stan and the dear dogs and everything
out and flattered in San Francisco and a wonder you dou't get out your watch except mother—aud 1 telt su Ιι a horother places since he'd become. rich
than a fortnight He hated It so much that he'd gope
s'nce l've l>con n,)'e t0 abroad and stopped a long time, wan/A -Sr&W write about any of the dering about in strange eastern counthings that liave hap- tries makiug friends with Bedoulnapened to me. The last 1 and people like that who love horses
λ«
n/w>ntitil (if
did was on the morning ι._ϋΛ. *!·«·«
after the great affair. when we were certain experiences with women he'd
looking forward to the pink ball in the got almost a morbid horror of falling
evening. Mrs. Ess Kay didn't quite In love with Borne girl who would only
have her wish, for the hall was a pretend to like him. while In reality
moderate success. hut it did seem a all she cared about was his money
pale pluk after the gorgeousness of the Nobody In Mrs. Ess Kay's s«t I.new
night before, and it might have been Jameson B. Harborough. though every
still paler (as every one felt rather l)ody would like to. so It was a blow
washed out) if it hadn't been for one to others beside Mohunsleigh and me
special excitement. Mohunslelgh's en- that he couldn't or wouldn't show

«αν7

more

'χΛ

£5rv$£·

»««·»"«·

ried

However,
can. quite properly.
when 1 go home I dou't think I'd better say much about that part of Mohunslelgh's wedding, or some of the
old fashioned people mightn't understand. I should hate them to get the
*ou

Ilea Just because of the drawing
that poor

something.

Carolyn

was

room

morganatic

or

She seemed ecstatically happy, more
than I could Imagine any girl being if
she had to marry Mohunslelgh, who,
although a dear good fellow when you
But
know him, Isn't a bit romantic.
he suddenly blossomed out Into all
sorts of pleasant American ways, sent

Caro flowers and things every day,
though 1 fancy he couldn't afford it;
gave her a lovely solitaire diamond
ring, which I'm sure he couldn't, and

"guard," an heirloom In his family.
It would have been shocking, Carolyn
said, for her to be seen anywhere after
the invitations were out, tbough I can't
think why, as she didn't seem at all
ashamed of marrying Mohunslelgh, but
rather the contrary, and asked me buna

iiroui:.! Ci.stun and was lu

Cambridge. General

bendquar-

Ward was
In command. The Continental congress
was lu session at Philadelphia, and
•ieorgc Washington of Virginia was a
!eIrg:Ste to it.
Two delegates to that same congress
were John Adams and liis < usln, Samtors at

boil: of Massachusetts.
Adams v.;··! the m >ft eloquent
orator In New England in those days.
He was also very wise and shrewd, as
uel

John

Adams,

j

and give me five minutes to do it in."
His eyes began to sparkle with anger.
I believe he would have liked to box
my ears, and I kuow I could have
boxed his.

"I thought English girls were brought
up to be sensible," said he, "and amiable."
"I cau't help what you thought." I
inswered rudely, for 1 was gettiug

"You've no right to keep
here like this, aud It won't do you
a bit of good, for If you stand there
till we're both In our second childYou
hood 1 won't change my mind.
ought to know that now. Mr. Parker.

iesperate.

me

stand It twenty-four hours
She bad
for my sake.
promised to visit a friend in Chicago
sooner or
later, so she would go
straight to her, and If anything too
tiresome should happen before I was
ready to sail for home. I had better
run out there—the friend would be delighted to have me. Sally gave me
the address, and I told her I would
write often, but of course I didn't
«ream of having to nccept her Invitation. I missed her badly, but not as
much as If th* wedding had not been
even

STAlt'E OF WASIII-Norox IN Ι'ΛΙ.

8.

(his story will show you. On the nioruing of June IS, 1775, J< Im Adams walked bael; and forth, back and forth, lu
front of the congress hall thinking
deeply. To his cousin Samuel, who
came up, he said he was determined at
once t<> mnke the congres*, enact that
the army at Cambridge should be the
lawful army of the colonies and that it
nhould also choose this same mornlug
a commander for the army.
"Well, Cousin Johu, und who Is to be
your commanderV"

'•George Washington of Virginia," replied John Adams of Massachusetts.

"Oh. no; it w ill never do!" exclaimed
Samuel Adatus.
"It shall do." answered John Adums.
"The southern and middle colonies
hang bai l» because New England holds
A
the physkul power in lier hands.
New Englaud army, with a New England commander ami New England
perseverance, appalls them. The only
way to allay their fears anil give them
nothing to complain of Is to appoint α
southern chief, and then all will rush

his standard."
Samuel was convinced. In the ses-ion of congress that Immediately followed the eloquent and wise John Adrible weakness creeping over me luat
mis quickly opened the subject of
1 could even Imagine my elf by and by
electing a commander for the little
1
to
do.
me
meant
what
they
doing
He named the
irmy around Boston.
thought the l»est thing was to g:ain a
necessary fpialiiliatlons for such a
should
Ess
lest
Mrs.
dr.itKay
respite
general In chief, the courage, wisdom,
some kind of a concession from me
to
atter
which 1 would have to live up
i
to

W"['can't talk any

more about it now.'
I said. "1 believe what you say, but
It only makes it worse for me to think
that mother should have made w nit
amounts to a kln.1 of bargain with

you. Maybe by tomorrow everything
won't seem so dreadful."
She got up with a relieved air. 1er
haps even she hadn't been euJoyUig
the conversation.
Of course it won't, said she.
η
won't seem dreadful at all. You
idea how happy we're all going to to
Now Just you sleep well and
sweet dreams and you'll wake up fee

<ΐΓ^·11

different girl.

Maybe

ot
poor
tor hasn't been as tactful as he might
That's because he's too much in
be
love to lte clever. But he has a love
ly surprise for you tomorrow. Mine

ing

a

thing connected with a certain t. '-<
I promise you that
of vour left hand.
you'll like It. And now 1 m going
night.
leave you In peace for
I can't tell what savage deed 1 might
not have been capable of doing if shehad had the Idea of kissing me. bu

the^

she
the
me

she

so near.

Γοογ old Mohunsleigh-who knows
about the manners of polar
American
soon as that?
bears than etiquette In
And society—was coached by Potter, and
It was quite true, I hadn't
more than that, I knew I shouldn't be the
night before the wedding rewelcome at home. I made up my mind hearsal reluctantly gave an elaborate
to get through somehow and told Caro- dinner to his best man (nn officer In
Stan's regiment who happened to turn
lyn I bad only been joking.
She had always wanted to he mar- np) and the six ushers. The same day
rid* At Grace church in New York, but Carolyn had her matron of honor and
New York Is no place for August wed- the bridesmaids to lunch, and we did
dings. if au August wedding you must have fun talking over things. I should
have; so Carolyn's Invitations, which have thought a luncheon with all girls
appeared almost Immediately after the and no men might have been u little
told tame, und perhaps it would in Engwas
announced,
engagement
are not at
every one that Mr. and Mrs. Pitchley land, but In America girls
legged them to be present at their all shy. They say just as funny things
daughter's marriage in the drawing ts men, and take the most beautiful
room of the Chateau de Plaisance.
pains to amuse each other, so that It's
^ didn't know that you could be mar- Impossible to be bored, and for hour*
in α drawing room, but It seems on end you forget there Is such a crea-

The story of bow Washington came
be made commander in chief of the
Revolutionary army Is Interesting.
In June, 1775, the first army of the
devolution had already been formed

to

j

couldn't

longer,

The first recorded celebration of the

birthday of George Washington waa
by the Society of the Cin· itiuatl at
Philadelphia In 171)0. The members of
the eoeiety called on President Washington in Philadelphia.

J

Please let me go."
gagement to Carolyn Pitchley was an- himself at Newport for the wedding.
He didn't move.
With the exception of this one hitch
nounced, and we were told that the
"If you don't I'll scream at the top
wedding would have to be soon, as nothing went wrong so far as the wed- of my lungs." I said. And he must
Mohunslclgh had had news which ding party was concerned, but with me
called him back to England, and be things began to go very wrong several
wanted to take his bride with him.
days before Caro and Mohunsleigh
Before I stopped to think I'd prom- were married. There was a fuss of
ised Carolyn to be one of her brides- some sort l»etween Sally and Mrs. Ess
maids, but five minutes later 1 would Kay, and Sally came to me. very much
almost have liked to change my mind upset, to say that she would have to
because of Potter. He was asked to leave the Moorings Immediately, she
be an usher.
(I didn't know at the
time what that meant, but I bad a
vague impression it was something of
Importance at American weddings.) So
that I was sure to see a lot of him If
I were bridesmaid, and In any case 1
was beginning to feel he might make
It too awkward for me to visit much
longer with Mrs. Ess Kay.
However, when on second thought
I tried to get out of my promise by
hinting that I might have to go home.
Carolyn seemed ready to cry and said
that if 1 threw her over It would spoil
everything. The wedding would be In
ten days, and surely I hadn't been
thinking of going back to England as

Rie Birthday.

"the

• «

^^JJiôpter

{Qasbington and

more

Washington ucsubd kkom the koom.

force and purity of character uud the
hadn't. She merely patted
The Massashoulder and went out. len;ln" Military training needed
to stare aimlessly at the door after husetts orator continued:
"Gentlemen. I k:iow these quaillkaIt.
had softly
ilous are hl;;h. hut we all know they
ure needful in (his crisis in this chief.
Does uny one say they are not to he
ihtaiued In this country? I say they
[TO UK CONTtNl'KD.]
tire.
They reside in one of our own
body, and he is the person whom I
uow nominate—George Washington of
meon

clo^d

THE BASILISK.

Virginia !"
Washington started as if a thunderHow the Fabulous Monster Was Pic·
holt had struck him and rushed into
tured by Ancient Writers.
the nest room. I7e was Just that moduure seen tnat ι uuu..t i.. tor no nang
The basilisk was the moat famous
est and unmindful of himself.
open tLie door with it κΙ.ιιιι. and I of the many fabulous monsters of meShrewd and wise John Adams had
According to the
swept past him wi.li my nose in the diaeval folklore.
trranged with his cousin Samuel to
a
hatched
was
It
by
air, try lug to look like mother.
notion.
popular
aiove nn ndjournment of the congress
I didn't see him again till it was toad from an egg laid by the cock of
immediately after the nomination of
baek
he
drove
Then
the
home.
In
fowl.
to
time
go
the common barnyard
Washington, that the members might
the
me
to
and
with Mrs. Ess Kay
ancient picture books it was usually
talk the matter over In private. They
Moorings in the shut up motor car represented as an eight limbed ser;lld so and very soon agreed with Mr.
aud didn't open his mouth once on the pent or dragon, sometimes with ami
ratified the nomination,
Its name Adams. They
way, which was wonderful for him sometimes without wings.
ind that was how George Washington
and seemed somehow ominous.
la derived from baslllscos, meaning α
In chief of the
1 had been too angry and excited little king, and was applied because became commander
of the Hevolutlon.
after that sceue of ours to feci unb:i|>- the creature was figured with a circle American army
Foul or Fair Weather.
py or to worry much about what of white spots on lta head which much
Small Wallace acccplod an Invitamight come next, but that drive, short resembled a crown. The cockatrice, α
ture as man.
tion to η par'y, as follows:
ts it was, with Totter freezhixly silent species of basilisk, besides having α
At» home Mohuusleigh would have and Mrs. E:;s Kay alarpiingly polite, crown, possessed a comb which was
"Dear Louis— I will copie to your
had to give us things, of course, but In made me feel that the end bad come. an exact counterpart of the cock's.
party If It don't rain" (then, thiuking
àmerica It api>ears that the bridegroom I was sure she had beeu told by hur
Pliny assures us that the basilisk that he might have to stay at home in
makes presents to the best man and brother what an obstinate, ungrateful had α voice which "struck terror to that case), "and if It does."—Delineathe ushers, so It was from Carolyn that girl 1 was, and 1 had u guilty sinking the hearts of men, beasts and ser- tor.
I got u duck of a brooch, like an Amer- of the heart as If I really hud been peuts." The Bible classes It with the
Poor Jones!
ican flag, with strl]»es of diamonds and both. There was no Sally to protect Hon. the serpent and the dragon as
-Can von ;lve me any InMissionary
blue
rubies and the
part sapphires. me now, no one to advise me what to one of the most formidable creatures
formation alvout Deacon Jones, who
Mohunsleigh said that, as he was aw- do, and there was a big luuip in my Old writers—Pliny, Bascho and others
labored among your people three year·
fully hard up, It was bad luck for him .throat as 1 said good night aud went —say that its bite was mortal in every
ago? Cannibal—Well, the last I heard
to have to provide each of the brides- to my owu room.
case, that its breath was suffocating
about-hlm he had gone Into consumpmaids with bouquets and chiffon muffs,
I hadn't been there long when there and that no plant would grow In the
tion.—Judge.
and he could not see at all that it was came a knock at the door, the same vicinity of its lair.
Its dead body
a pretty Idea for everything they cardeterfiTiued kiud of inexorable knock was often suspended In belfries to preA Real Tumbler.
ried In their hauds to come from the which mother gives when I've been vent swallows from building there.
'J saw r goblet today made 9t
me
had
as
told
But
Sally
found out In something which she
bridegroom.
bone."
that Carolyn's father had settled ten thinks It her duty to make me sorry
Long Lov·.
,
"Pshaw! I saw a tumbler made of
mlillon dollars on her, I don't think for.
The word 'love" In one of the In- ilesh
and blood last night."
I'd locked the door and would have dian dialecte Is "chemlendamoughkuMohunsleigh need have complained.
"Where?"
the
weda
In
was
It
to
not
excuse
house,
make
some
forest
td
a
sweet
Although
open nagogagu."
liked
Fancy
"At the < lrcus."
ling was very picturesque, and the it, but It was Mrs. Ess Kay's door maiden telling her copper colored
of
a
bell
uuder
stood
bride and groom
and Mrs. Ess Kay's room Just as much brave that she "chemlendamoughku
Of noise alone Is bom the Inward
wkite roses about as large as Big Ben. as It was Mrs. Ess Kay's brother I had m.ffogagus" him. The conjugation oi
sense of silence, and
from action
1 enjoyed it all immensely, for it refused.
the verb "to love" in that dialect must
springs alone the inward knowledge of
was my first time aa bridesmaid, and
She sailed in all In black, like an take at least a year to recite.—Pathtrue love and faith.—MacDonald.
I had a lovely frock and bat (copied executioner, though, of coure·, execu· finder.
"My dear Betty, 1 tcant to haw
talk with you."

a

terioua

THE OXFORD BEARS. I

Wtft Paris.
Good ^or yon, John! Go ont We'll
Φχίοrd
I guarantee to fnrnisb yon with good
THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL | stout leather boot·. It would do no
ISSUED TUESDAYS.
I harm if yon came over to Parla aa a reSECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
I minder to tome of our boy· who delight
FEB.
1909.
SOtTTB PARIS, MAINS,
23,
I In the bow and arrow and air gun and
I do not heeitate to slaughter the innoParis Hill.
when away from the adult eye.
■ cent,
FORBES,
A ΤWOOD A
I It's our opinion that the song birds
Firm Baptist Church, Kev. «. W. I\ Hll, paeEditor· kid Proprietor·.
will
tor.
Preaching every Sunday at 10:45 4. M. I must be protected else the penalty
A. E. FOBBSS.
liCOKUE M. ATWOOD.
Sunday School at 12. Sabbath evening service I grow heavier as time passes. Even now
at 7.36. Prayet Meeting Thursday evenlnr««
insect pests are half destroying our best
Covenant Meeting the last Friday before J
7 30.
All I crops.
2 30 P. it.
Why not interest tfae school
Txava -WJO a year If paid strictly In advance. the 1st Sunday of the month at
Invited.
ESTABLISHED 1333.

democrat,

Sue

Otherwise $3-00 a year, single copie· 4 cent·.
An»MI■■■■■!>: All legal advertisements
are riven three coneecOve Insertions for 11.50
contracta
per inch In length of column. Special
made with local, transient and yearly advertis—

er*.

Shurtleff'· Drug Store.
Noyé·' Dreg Store.
Stone'· Drug Store.
Alfred Cole, Postmaster.

Bucklleld,

March 1.—Town Meeting.
March -—Oxford Pomona

Grange, West Paris.
March ».—Supreme Judicial Court, South Pari·.

Notes from the Legislature.
The committee on education has voted
in favor of the establishment of a normal
school at Machias, also for the building
of a dormitory for the school at Castine.
Senator Staples has introduced a bill
providing for the election of the assistant
attorney general by the legislature, instead of by appointment by the attorney

i

at

present.

Committee hearings were very largely
suspended on Tuesday for the great
social event of the season, the governor's
reception. In the afternoon Governor
Fernald received at the state house, and
in the evening the governor's ball was
held at the Augusta city hall. Both
were brilliant events, and were attended
by people from all over the state, notwithstanding the storm that raged all
that day.
An important measure introduced on
Tuesday by Representative Bisbee is an
act authorizing the construction of a
railroad from the terminus of the Maine
Central's Raugeley division at Oquossoc,
northward thirty miles to the state
boundary. This would practically carry
the "Rumford Falls road" to a connection with the Quebec Central, and make
Portland to Quebec about
a line from
thirty miles shorter than any now existThe incorporators named are
ing.
Maine Central directors.
There will be no state board of charities and corrections. The measure was
killed in the senate Wednesday, after a
lengthy debate.
The committee on public buildings reports that the resolve for the enlargement of the state house, carrying an appropriation of $350,000, ought to pass.
The bill to license resident hunters
It provides
was introduced last week.
a license fee of one dollar for hunting
any kind of wild animals or birds.

Many "speakers appeared Wednesday
a crowded hearing to advocate woman
suffrage, but there were no remonstrants.

at

Nevertheless, no better fate than usual
is anticipated for the measure.
State Treasurer Pascal P. Gilmore was
re-elected on Tuesday for a secoud term
of two years.
A new departure in legislative hearings
was made last week when at the bearing
on the bill to create a new storage basin
on the
Magalloway River, Assistant
Attorney General Barnes appeared before the committee in beiialf of the state,
to ask that certain provisions might be
incorporated in the bill. These provisions were such as have been prepared, in accordance with the suggestions
of Governor Fernald, to protect fully the
rights of the state in its water power.
The sponsors of the bill objected to the

provisions,

not

as

necessarily objection-

needless, and the hearing
tinally continued till a later dat··
that the sp.insors of the bill and the attorney general's office might have an
opportunity to confer and see if they
could not so word the bill that it would
be acceptable to all.
The past week might almost be called
rum week at the legislature, from the
number of hearings on measures connected with the prohibitory law. Oue
was on the resubmission resolve, which
was
advocated by Senator Staples, a
Democrat, who introduced it, and by
former County Attorney Leigh of Kennebec County, a Republican. It seems
to be the general opinion that resubmission has no show at this session. A
hearing on the Eaton resolve, which is
one of the measures designed to take the
place of the Sturgis law, brought out
strong opposition on the part of well
known temperance workers to the repeal
of the Sturgis law. A hearing on the
"Hastings bill," repealing that part of
the statutes which gives choice between
fine and jail sentence, thus making jail
able

but

as

was

obligatory ία liquor cases, was
qnite spicy. The bill was strongly advocated by Senator Hastings of Oxford,
sentences

who introduced it, and also met

strong opposition.

Anniversary

of

Washington's

some

Birth.

In one of the early meetings belli by
American patriots to diseuse the question of separation from England, there
were present John Adams, Benjamin
Rush, Benjamin Franklin, Thomas Paine
and <ieorge Washington, who was then
described as "A man distinguished from
all others by his height, the noble outlines of bis form, and the dignity of his
brow." He was born in Virginia Feb
22d, 173*2, and at the age of forty-three
in 1775 was appointed by Congress commander-in-chief of the American Army.
He was deeply interested in all that pertained to the welfare of our country up
to the time of his death, which occurred
at the age of sixty-seven. As long as
this free government exists he will be
admired and honored.
It is difficult to realize that in 1776
New England was almost virgin forest,
and that to-day. East, West, North and
South, "the nation's industries beat
ceaselessly on the air." A splendid mail
and telephone service brings home and
offices in actual contact even in tbe remotest districts; while the newspaper
press informs us all in the current daily
news of the world at large, no matter
whether we live in the cities of the sea
board or the remote interior. Yet the
nation is only in the fourth generation
lince Washington's time.
All honor to the fathers of American
liberty! Let the story of their struggles,
trials, disappointments and ultimate
triumph uever pass from our memories.
They dared and suffered that we, their
successors, might be free and enjoy
"life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness," within oar wide-extended borders; and by the application of the peaceful principle· of republican simplicity,
and democratic equality, grow as a nation in those graces of virtue, industry,
Àonesty and duty, which are tue lasting
elements in the success of al. nations, as
well as of individuals.
There is hope of a higher civilization
in this country than it has ever yet attaine*.. For the public schools and the
printing press are both doing good work
in educating tbe children of to day who
are to be the American citizens of the
future.
*In the live· of Washington, Jefferson,
Lincoln, and other patriots, we have the
inspiration to deeds that shall endure,
to thoughts that elevate. The future
of this nation depends on the
>r and intelligence of the growing
generation. Justice should be their
watchword. Oppression of any kind, to
any class or sex, should have no place
In our country.
I
Hxxby Maxim,
Pat Iaa. 0. A. R.
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This week we are opening the finest
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Joseph Ellingwood was out with au Miss Brown.
hall was prettily
a copy of this order to be
The
causing
terested,
by
March in very near, and apring not
The Pythian Sisters gave an entertaineight horse team Wednesday morning, decorated in blue and white and the
published three weeks successively In the OxMoses Swan is very sick with varicose far away.
ment Wednesday evening for the bene- ford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
breaking roads.
was execllent.
supper
He
was
to
have
In said County, tnai they may appear at a
veins.
been
is
us
enow
than
more,
the
the
class
In
ladies
of
served
of
The
fit
the graduating
operated
February giving
Baptist Circle
bigb Paris,
ι
The latest ones who are Tlctlms of the an
Probate Court to ue held at said Paris on
I school who are going to Washington.
The
a dinner in the vestry Wednesday.
Sunday by Dre. Wheeler, West Paris, seems to be really needed.
third
the
Tuesday of Mar A. D. 1909, at 9
are
Mrs.
Verne
M.
ElllngwOod and Webber from Lewiston, but owing
attendance was small on .account of bad mumps
C. T. Wardwell, Mr. and Mrs. Chaplin, of the clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereDuring the school vacation Howard
and Ralph A. Bacon.
to bis condition the operation was neces- Tyler is working in and around the rail- F. B. Andrews and others of T. A. Rob- on If they see cause.
traveling. The company made up in
sarily postponed to the last of the week. way station.
erts Post and Corps attended the G. A.
Alblna 8. Cole, late of Woodstock, deceaslively spirits what it lacked in numbers.
Hebron.
Hie sister Maud from Alfred is here
The winter road scraper, drawn by R. meeting at Portland where Com- ed; will and petition for probate thereof and the
The dinner was in charge of Mrs. Ilattie
Mr. J. Ε Bartlett of Boston has boen
A. Mont Chase as admlnlstrato'r
appointment
Swift. After the wants of the inner
caring for him.
eight large horses, paseed over West mander-in-chief Nevins was entertained with til* willof annexed
presented by Lalta D.
; spendiug a few days with his parents,
Mr. Clinton Cole is verv poorly. He Bethel Flat to this village Wednesday.
man had been satisfied music and garner
by Boeworth Post.
Estes, daughter.
1 Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Bartlett.
a
has
Mrs.
Nelson
of
is
his
of
Hartford
on
nurse,
Cbarles F. Reed
The games were of the
were enjoyed.
The Congregational 1st Ladies' Circle
Lapham
Jacob P. Curtis, late of Greenwood, deceasbis
I Nathaniel Bacon, Colby, with
South Paris.
annual trip through town selling flavor- met with Mrs. Ν. T. Frost Wednesday.
real old fashioned kind and everybody
ed; will and petition for probate thereof premother and little brother Jo, of Mercer,
Hannah
who
has
in
been
to
from
house
house.
s
'nted
by Uenevra G. Tueli, the executrix therehad a good hearty laugh.
Emmons,
ing extracts, etc.,
visited Miss Mollie Bacon at the Home
in named.
Denmark.
The winter term of school closed Feb.
The Lincoln centennial was observed
poor health for the past two months, is
week.
this
now able to go out of doors.
Jamet C. Stearns, late of I.oveil, deceased:
here by appropriate exercises in the vesMr. William Ward of Portland is helpOth, and there will be a vacation of six
Mrs. Henry Merrill is in Boston.
Elia> T. Roberts is sick with the or eight weeks before the opening of the ing F. C. Jewett at the corn «bop mak- will and petition for probate thereof presented
try of the Tniversalist church, under the
Mildred D. Stearns, tho executrix therein
Dr. Crane went to Waterville Monday.
by
·
grippe at his sieter's, Mrs. Pearl Whit- spring term.
auspices of the Relief Corps. The hall
ing cans.
named.
Miss Gertie George went to Boston FriElbert Briggs is soliciting orders for
was draped with Hags.
man's, where he has boarded this winter
Mr. Fred Alexander is reported as
Music, readings
▲donlram J. Fuller late of Dlxfietd, deShe is the guest of Mrs. Fred Bart- while at work in WMlls' mill.
and recitations were rendered, after day.
printed envelopes in lots of from twenty- doing well since his operation for vari- ceased; petition for determination of collator il
lett and will also visit other friends.
Mrs. Cora Doughty is on the sick list, five to five thousand, also for tinseled cose veins at the hospital in Portland Inheritance tax presented by 8. R. Leland,
which home-made candies which were
held an all day meeting also Ina Martin.
Hebron
executor.
and will return home soon.
post-cards and photographio views.
brought iu especially for the childreu WednesdayGrange
and entertained members
Mrs. Ambrose Swift of Snow's Falls is
The Merrill, Springer Co.'s birch mill
Deborah Edward·, late of Hiram, deceaswere served to the cbildreo-of a larger
Rev. A. C. Boyd la in Portland for a
Hebron
from West Minot and East
ed; tlrst acccount presented for allowance by
is in fall operation, and the whistle it few days.
visiting her son Gerald and family.
growth as well, and a social hour was
B. Wadsworth, executrix.
Mary
Mr. and Mrs. Allie Emery of Suow's blown on standard time by engineer L.
Mr. Dan Johneon has moved his ben
enjoyed. Two little tots, Celia Barrett Granges.
The seniors took their class ride Wed- Falls are
Loul·· F. Strickland, late of Paris, detheir sister, Mrs. Chas. E. Allen.
aud Norwood Ford, aged 4 years respecthouse.
visiting
final account presented for allowance by
to Poland Spring.
Whitten & Dennlson's wholesale postMartin, this week.
The Maccabees will furnish a hot ceased;
ively, went through with an exercise nesday
Walter L. Gray, executor.
3D MARKET
Mr. Will Merrill, who has been in quite
It is reported that Geo. N. Emmons card house is the most lively place of oyster dinner town meeting day in Odd
with small flags. Little Norwood upon
Freeman C. Stacy, late of Porter, deceased ;
poor health during the fall and winter, has purchased the new hall and store at business in this village, and a large num- Fellows1 Hall
room.
reaching his seat turned to the audience had
dining
for
allowance
and
first
final
account
32 the
presented
a valentine poet card shower.
ΜΑΖΜΓ1
PARIS.
SOUTH
and said, "That was pretty good, wasn't
There are a few oases of measles in by Mary A. Stacy, administratrix.
City, formerly owned by Sylvester ber of women and men are daily emwere received Monday and more came Cole.
The following is the full program:
it?"
town at the present time.
ployed in filling mail orders.
Deborah Edward· late of Hiram, deceased ;
later. Mr. Merrill is one of our most
Montie Millett has returned home
Mrs. H. M. Moxcy is reported as very petition for order to distribute balance remainAmerica.
Singing,
respected young men and all wish him from his visit with his brother Alger at
Recitation, Rally Round the Flag,
Lovell.
ing In his hands presented by Mary B. Wadsaick with the measles.
Lewie Ilazelton. a speedy recovery to health.
F. A. eBTBTLEFF * CO.
worth, executrix.
F. A. SHVRTLEFF * CO.
Woodstock.
conducted
The
school
W.
Lincoln's
Mona
Barrett.
by
dancing
Reading,
A. G. Bowman has bought an engine
Boyhood,
John O. Dearborn, late of Canton, deMrs. Pearl Whitman has the grippe.
with
H.
Richardson
closed
Heading, Lincoln and His General",
Friday
night
and will now be able to saw his own
C. I. Smith and daughter Nellie were ceased ; first and final account presented for
The Greenville Whitman farm has
Gladys Young.
masquerade and dance. A large number called to Chelsea, Mass., Tuesday on ac- allowance by II. E. Coolldge and Wilson DearBattle Hrron of the Republic. wood and will also use it to pump water. been sold to Elias
Singlug.
or a bad cold you
In
from the
Thomas.
executors.
in
Music
were
attendance.
and
His
Lincoln
by
Soldiers,
Chaplin
Heading,
count of the illness of bis daughter, Mrs. born,
Thanks, .lohn, in behalf of the birds.
Don't hurry to the,phone to hear the and Cash of
Mise Μ. A. Ueald.
with
Carrlo
E.
deto
build
of
need
late
C.
John
Canton,
Bridgton,
up the eyetem.
Dearborn,
something
We agree with you every time and hope weather
Myrtle Lee.
Exercise with tiagi»,
report for you may be sure to Chapman, pianist.
ceased ; petition for determination of collateral
Elmer Berry and Leon Ingalls were in inheritance
Celia Harrett, Norwood Ford. those leather boots of yours will have
tax presented by H. E. Coolldge and
"Rain or snow to-night, fair and
hear,
Mrs. Charles Norton, formerly Mrs.
Star Spangled Banner.
Singing,
spikes in them.
Fryeburg and Lovell Monday and Tuea- Wllaon Dearborn, executor·.
warmer
to-moirow."
Che- Howard
Reading. Letter Written by Mrs. Lincoln,
Charles, is very ill with pneu- day.
Mrs. C. B. Cummings is visiting her
Mrs. M. P. ileal·!.
where does the cold wave
beague,"
E. HBBR1CK, Judge of said Court.
of
not
with
mnch
monia,
hope recovery.
sister in North Norway for a few days.
Mrs. Ethel Smith visited Elmira Small A ADDISON
Reading Quotations from Lincoln,
come in?
true copy—Attest :
There is an epidemic of colds in the
Mr*. Helen Chandler.
Prof. J. F. Moody is quite poorly just
ALBEBT D. PARK, Register.
Friday.
Singing,
Tramp, Tramp Tramp, the
place.
now.
Whist club will meet at Mrs. Luther
North Waterford.
Boys Come Marching.
Miss Jessie A. Chapman and friend
Trumble's Saturday evening, Feb. 20.
LEGISLATIVE NOTICES.
Paper, Life of Lincoln,closing with Captain,
Mrs. Watson MoAllister and son Still- came
of stimulating
Mrs. H. S. Robertson
It is a combination of medicinal agents
Oh. My Captain,
up from Portland for a week's
Albany.
Annie Paurliok went to New Tork
man bave returned from a visit to her
φ
also Miss Katharine E. Walker,
Singing,
Tenting To-night.
vacation,
is
the
order
of
the
Road
a
where she will be
breaking
day. parents, Mr. and Mrs. Sawyer, of Lovell. the Portland schools
the
and
governess.
Tuesday
the
entire
to
Judiciary·
the
tone
Reading, Lincoln's Last Hours
system,
appetite, giving
cloeing for the
Mrs. Lottie Inman is caring for Mrs.
M re. NeiUe Starbird.
The Committee on Judiciary will give a Public
Ezra Lebroke and Oliver Bowers, who
of Feb. 22.
Manx Children an Sickly.
needed to overcome disease. It is especially valuable in the
holiday
In Its room at the State House In
Reading, The Death of Lincoln.
hearing
energy
Rugg's
baby.
Henry
have been camping and working for
Mrs. Hattle Howe.
Mother Gray'· Sweet Powder· for Children, Augusta,
A party of five are expected at Brown's
Henry Rugg remains very low at this Geo. Stevens, have got through and
used
Mother Gray, a nurse In Children's
Nearer, My God, to Thee.
Singing,
Wednesday, Feb. 24, 190», at 2 P. M.
camps from Cambridge for a short time. Home,by
Treatment of Diseases of the Throat and Lungs.
writing.
New York, Break up Cold· In U hour·,
moved back here.
123. On an act to ratify the organization of
Mrs. Phila Bosworth and Mrs. Myrtie
Mrs. E. S. Hatch is visiting in Boston. cure Feverlshness, Headache, Stomach Trouble·,
Maude Beckler went to the hospital
the
Virginia
The Grangers are rehearsing for the
Spring Water Company, and
Palmer of East Sumner were present,
and Destroy Worm·. At
has
Ν.
Fox
seven
teams
at
work
on
T.
*
Disorder·,
Teething
Feb. loth.
authorize the sala company to Issue bond·.
Pint
75 Cents.
all druggists, 25c. Sample mailed FREE. Addrama, "Valley Farm," which they in- the timber of the Diamond Match Co.
aud Mrs. Palmer sang in the choir.
Geo. Cummings has been confined to tend to
Thursday, Feb. 39, 1909, at 2 P. M.
7-10
Allen S. Olmated, Le Βof, Ν. Y.
dress,
in
the
future.
play
C. K. Chapman was at Probate Court
187. On an act to ratify, confirm and make
the house by illness.
AT THE PHARMACY OF
Mrs. Lizzie Jewett has got home from at South Paris
valid the organization of the Mexico Water
Sumner.
This la an Easy Teat.
Tuesday. He was driven
Estella Bean and Ada Lord visited at
and authorize It to tasue bond·.
Mrs.
Albert
Company,
she
has
where
Brown's,
over by E. W. Stanley as far as Norway,
Mrs. Julia Bowker is visiting her J. K. Wheeler's one day last week.
Sprinkle Allen'· Foot-Base In one (hoe and
131. On an act In relation to thé 8outh Pari·
been working.
and if any one drove forty miles that not In the other, and notice the difference. Jnet
daughter, Mrs. Ε. E. Roberts.
Less than a week to town meeting.
the thing to dm when robber· or overahoe· be- village corporation and to establish a municipal
Mrs. Walker Nason is on the sick list
he will have occasion to remember come
Mrs. C. 11. Bonney visited relatives at
day
and y oar ehoe· seem to pinch. water system for said corporation.
There will be a dance at Grange Hall
necessary,
Mrs. Ε. H. Nason is better, so is able it.
Sold Everywhere, 25c. Don't accept any tuMi136. On an act to amend the charter of the
«
South Paris last week.
March 1st.
to be out again.
tut*.
7-10 Trustees of Hebron Academy.
Mr. and Mrs. 6. P. Dyer visited relaD.
H.
Lebroke
and
Claude
Snow
have
Brownfleld.
tives at Buckfield Feb. 14th.
East BetheJ.
all of their hay hauled from BisBANKS AND BANKING.
G. C. Morrill is not gaining as fast as "The earth Is dead and burled and this old world nearly
Dollar* for a Good
Mr. W. Rowe, who has been on the One Million
beetown.
F. A. IHtBTLKFF * CO.
F. ▲. HHfRTLEFr * CO.
The Committee on Bank· and Banking will I
his many friends wish he could.
is aoleep,
sick list for a number of weeks, is now
Stomach.
a
hold
Public
hearing In the office of the Bank
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Ames and daugh- A Ion* In February when the enow get· deep.
able to leave his room.
Examiner at the State House, Augusta,
East Waterford.
A whltene*e vast unbroken ae far ae your gaze
ter Belle of South Paris visited at Alton
A very uncomfortable storm Monday
can sweep,
Wednesday, Feb. 24, at 3 o'clock P. M.
Mrs. Wardwell, who has been caring
Ames' and W. E. Bowker's recently.
Mo. 12. On an Act to regulate the rate of diviAlong In February when the enow gets deep."
and Tuesday, rain, sleet and snow.
THIS OFFER SHOULD BK A WARNING TO
for
Mrs.
J.
E.
has
returned
Mclntire,
dend· and Interest on savings deposit· In SavMr. and Mrs. George Dyer are settled
is
Urban Bartlett
The primary and grammar sohools
high borne, and a friend, Mrs. Mary R.
attending
EVERY HAN AND WOHAN.
ing· Bank·, Trust Companies and National
We are glad to school at Rumford Point.
in their old home again.
close this week.
Banks.
Woods of Derby, Conn., is now with her.
welcome old neighbors home once more.
H. E. COOLIDGE, Secretary.
Mr. Lyon of Rumford was a guest at
an effort is being made to
Gossip
says
Miss Lulu Mclntire has a very bad
Bartlett visited her Η. E. Bartlett's last
Mrs. Laura J.
a pipe organ to be put into the
Sunday.
case of tonsilitis and is unable to teach purchase
The newspapers and medical journals
*
niece, Mrs. Ε. E. Roberts, recently.
Mrs. Z. W. Bartlett was the guest of
Inland Fisheries and Gam·.
this week when the school was to have Congregational oharch.
have had much to say relative
Alvin Doten of Turner was in this her brother, John Swan, and
The men's meeting will be held next recently
The Committee on Inland Fisheries and Game
family, at olosed. Lincoln Day was observed with
to a famous millionaire's offer of a mil- will
a Public hearing In Its room (office of
on
and
relative·
give
Bethel village last week.
place recently calling
an appropriate program.
The school Sunday evening at the Congregational lion dollara for a new etomacb.
Fish and Game Commissioners) at the State
old friends.
Miss Blanch Bartlett is spending a
church. The women are to be admitted.
In
House
has started a school library.
Augusta,
This great multi-millionaire was too
«
Miss Harriet Newell is visiting her few weeks wi^ relatives and friends at
are not supposed to criticise.
Ames and wife are living at They
Wednesday, Feb. 24,3 P. M.
to worry about tbe condition of hi·
Chauncey
buay
niece, Mrs. C. H. Bonney.
and
on petition· of L. E. Bowlev and 35
No.
Cambridge
Lowell, Mass.
the home of hiaaant, Mrs. Susie Cole.
•tomach. He allowed bis dyspepsia to other·,9, asking
for change Id law on flsblng in
Mrs. J. M. Bartlett is spending this
Norway Lake.
H. 0. Rolfe is putting the machinery
The
run from bad to worae until in tbe end it 8outh Box, so-called, Rangeley Lake and in
kind, calf lined and
soles, which we
week at the Sanborn farm, Middle InterHiram.
So many are ill with the prevailing became incurable.
in his mill in order ana will soon begin
Rangeley stream and on petition of Hon. W. P.
are
for
vale.
of
and
a
line
Patent
Leather Fitzu
53
and
other·
for
a
In
the
;
Frye
asking
change
selling
"cold" that business is retarded apd
George M. Day, Esq., of Portland,
Hla misfortune aervea aa a warning to law
on fiahlng In Kennebago Stream.
Mrs. Irving Kimball of Boston is sawing.
who was recently admitted to the Cumand Walk Over
Mrs. Kate Williams is spending a few there Is not much else to write about.
Fitzu
for
kind
others.
;
grade
On petition of Geo. Hazen and other· to reguMrs. Webster Kllgore Is on the sick
berland bar, was in town this week visit- spending a few weeks1 vacation with her days with Mrs. J. E. Mclntire.
Everyone who auffers with dyapepaia late fiahtng
In Tho m paon pond In Cumberland, I
for
and
Mr.
Mrs.
J.
L.
Holt.
00 kind for $2.00; and a small
$2
p.Tents,
50;
and
Mr.
Mrs.
also
Milton G.
Mrs. Benjamin Tuoker.
list,
ing his parents,
for a few years will give everything be Oxford and Androscoggin Countle·.
Mr. and Mrs. F. G. Sloan of Albany
Locke's Mills.
Mr. Jaok Smith, who moved here owns for a new atomach.
Day. His many friends in Hiram wish visited at J. L. Holt's last
On an act to amend ch. 412, P. A 8. L., 1907,
Sunday.
from
N.
him success.
not
Is
Chester,
H„
long sinoe,
regulating fishing In Swift river, Oxford and
Appropriate exercises were held In
Dyspepsia Is caused by an abnormal Franklin
Counttea.
the
Mrs.
also
Fred
W.
L.
Victor
L.
On Friday,
both sohools to celebrate Lincoln's birth· down,
12th,
Partridge and state of the gastrio juice·. There la one
West Buckfleld.
Friday, Feb. 26,3 P. M.
others.
Wbittemore of Andover, Mass., was in
element mlaalng. The absence of tbia
day.
On petition of A. Coolldge and other· of GrafSeveral pupils are out of school.
town and went to Brownfield with Eli
Mrs. Helen Bryant Is visiting her
S. M. Bonney moved to Dastine Turdestroys tbe function of tbe gastric fluids. ton and vicinity, aeklng that the throwing of
The
grade for $2.50 ;
$3 00 kind for
Mrs. Vesta Frost is visiting in Sabat·
C. Wadsworth, Strout agent, and bought ner's Monday and John Smith moved in mother, Mrs. David Foster, at East
sawduat Into Cambridge river, In Upton and
Tbey lose their power to digest food.
tus
a stand of Jacob Hatch, which she in- the same day.
$2.00; and a lot of Patent Leather and Gun Metal
Bethel.
We are now able to supply the miss- Grafton, be prohibited.
On petition of 95 citizen· of Paris, Greenwood
Mrs. Lydia Titoomb called on her
tends to occupy with her family. She
Mrs. Harry Buck went to Lewiston
Perry Farrington remains about the
ing element—to restore to the gastrio and Woodstock
asking for a law to prohibit the
grade for
N
was much pleased with the âne scenery. Friday with her mother, Mrs.
G. H. same. His many friends hope to see iaughter, Mrs. Chester Flint, the 14th. juioes their digestive power, and to make taking of trout lee· than, 9 inchea In length In
Mrs. Levi R. Robbing is quite ill.
certain pond· In Greenwood, Woodstock and
Warren of North Buokfield, who was bim out again soon.
the stomach strong and well.
North Parla.
Mr·. Louis Lamont, Jr., is in poor taken to St. Marie General Hospital for
The birch mill is sbnt down on acWe know that Rexall Dyspepsia Tab- Sumner.
health.
an operation for gall stones.
Mrs. Buck count of low water.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Donham of West lets will positively and permanently cure
Wednesday, March 3rd, 3 P. M.
On petition of C. L. Parker and others of
Mr. Irving Mabry of Portland ie in returned Monday, leaving her mother
Addison Bryant and Lola Foster visit- Paris visited at M. D. Fobs' Feb. 12.
disordered stomachs, Indigestion and Brooklln
and vldnlly aaklnfc for a law to prevent
town.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Dunham and Ut- dyspepsia.
comfortable, having had 1527 gall ftones ed at Fred Bryant's at Milton Sunday.
the banting of deer with horn· or bells or otherThe Republican caucus is called for removed.
The danoe at Mt. Abram Hall Satur- ile son of Dixfield visited his
We want you to try them and will re-, irlie.
parents,
On BUI, an Act to regelate the taking of fish
Feb. 25, Thursday, at 2 p. M. Among
Thos. Bradbury and H. W. Phillips iay evening, Feb. 13, was well attended. tfr. and Mrs. H. W. Dunham,
reoeotly. turn your money if you are not more From Lower Kezar pond,
In Fryeburg, Oxford
Mrs. Harriet Herrlck visited at Bethel
twenty-two articles in our annual war- went to Norway
Mr. and Mrs. Β. K. Dow visited at than satisfied with the Result
County
rant is one for the sale of the town farm,
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Bradbury ware at ast week.
On
an
Act
to
Bill,
America Andrews' Feb. 17.
regulate the length of troot
Price, 25 oents, only at our store, or by that
às we have bat one dependent Inmate, home Sunday.
may be taken la Take· and pond· at nine
Alioe Brown was at Bethel on· day
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Dunham at ▲. D. mall.
F. A. Sburtleff Λ Co., South
aitWMk.
ι
irhy not sell It?
tadrtws' Ttb. 18,
HARRY M.
Guy Foster is at home.
Part·, Mala·.
B1G1LOW, «eoj,

SEE REMNANTS FROM OLD STOCK

Saturday, Feb. 20, to Saturday,
Feb. 27, inclusive, will be Blanket
Week.

stock of these
In order to reduce
shall mark them at most at;
goods
trcative prices. One Special Bargain,
$5.00 Blanket for $3.75. We shall be
pleased to show these goods.

sincerely,

ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

ADVKKTI9ÏMKSTS.

New Hamburg*.
Blankets and Fur Holies.
Money to Loan.
Just Arrived.
Great Hamburg Sale.
Looking Over.
Legislative Notices.
Probate Notices.
Three Notices of Appointment.
Blood) ne.
One Million Dollars.
For Improved Optometry.
Bridge Work.
Qlven Away.

as

noir

regulate

S. B. & IS. PRINCE,

Coming Evente.

general

enow,

before the State Leglslaand define the practice
of Optometry, and to create a board of
examinera. The bill la one of Tut importance to the public, and of auoh benefit that there ahould be no heaitation In
paaaing it.*
It la aimed at the itinerant eje-glaaa
peddler, who without knowledge of the
A bill la

tare to

Yours

Mrs. Harlow. Pcwt Office
Samuel T. White.

NEW

Tuesday under the weight of
slightly damaging several sleighs.

down

For Improved Optometry.

[gained

NI9I«LE COPIES.
cent·
Single Copies of the Democrat are four
he mailed on receipt of price by
will
each. They
the publisher· or for the convenience of ]>atron·
Jlagte copie· of each lasue have been placed on
•ale at the following place· In the County :

Paris Hill,
Wcet Paris,

land Wednesday, where «be bM been
visiting her oonalna, the Miue· Steven·.
The carriage abed at Hotel Long broke

East Sunn*.
Tbe Lincoln centenary eervice held at
the Congregational ohnroh on Sunday
evening; Feb. 14, wu largely attended
end verr interesting. Bet. 8. G. Eaton
presided and opened the meeting with
Scripture reeding, prayer and η brief
address on tbe life and service» of Lin·
ooln. The principal addreu was by W.
S. Robinson and, ae on all occasion·
where be speak·, it was full of tboagbt
the close it·
Thursday, Miss Anna Lewis spoke tersely expressed and held
in Maine at tentlon of bis hearers. He also gave an
upon the missionary work
and
the meeting of the Ladies' Club. Mis· original poem of fine literary merit
Lewis is Field Secretary and supplies very appropriate for tbe occasion. Mrs.

Bethel.

Sunday, the 17th. the funeral eervloe·
of Mrs. Elisabeth Banting were held at
the home of her eon, W. Arthur Bunting. Rev. Mr. Banghart and Rev. Mr.
Curtis officiated.
Harry Purlogton went to Boston Monday ana is employed in the S haw m at
Bank.
Tuesday, a foot of snow fell and the
snow roller was out breaking roads.

Robertsonjdled

Job Pristi.no .-—New type, fast presses, electric
power, experienced workmen and low price·
combine to mak Uils department of our baslni'ss complete and popular.

South Parle,
Norway,

Backfkld.
Miss Molli· Cole retaraed from Port-

|

W. L.

Douglas Shoes

and Oxfords.

Bloodine

The World's Tonic
Is

J

give

body builder.

style
$2.50

$4

buy

working

They

good

pair.

J.

$4.00, $3.50, $3.00,

prices

$2.00.

possible

nearly waterproof

$3.50, $3.00, $2.50

F. PLUMMER,

SPECIAL SALE

Î

Brand

Hatchet

sisted

CANNED GOODS.

j

Strictly First duality
Price of Medium duality.

at

the

10 per ceut. discount on
Assorted to suit.
en lot.

one

doz-

See Our Window

Display.

N. Dayton Bolster & Co.
BQUARS1,

grip

recovering

"jjreat

Our

Compound Syrup of Hypophosphites
IS THE REMEDY YOU NEED.
capable

Bottles

supplying

Only

F. A. SH U RTLEFF & CO.,
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

We Still Have

a

Good Line

of Men's Walk Over Shoes
$5.00

heavy

$4.00
$4.00
Iroquois $3

$3.00

$3.50

LOT OF WOMEN'S S0R05IS
$3.50

Pumps $2.50

We Also Have Some

Friday.

Evangeline

$1.50.

Special

Trades

Suit Cases.

Ε. N. SWtTT'SHOE CO.,.
Opera House Bock, NORWAY, MAINE.

lie <9xtord gemots*! I

Weather Ια variety for the put week
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I store. What? Look to thi-lr ad.
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lent supper at their hall, gotten up by farce and readings at the M. E. church
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after which tiinch and whist were in- under the management of the Delta
dulged in and a most delightful evening Alphas and will be one of their best.
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itn'ance unollectcd town tax, 1«K.
Ita'ance uncollected town tax, WK.
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Glasses.

ceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all Indebted thereto are requested to
make psvment Immediately.
MARY B. HALL.
Feb. 16th, 190».

Our

success

in this

line is due, in a measure, to
the fact that we grasp every
new meritorious idea. We con-

PARKER'8
HAIR BALSAM

stantly

Invited once to tbe American embassy,
Clranae· sod besutiflss the hair.
Promote* a Injuriant growth.
he had to borrow PoysMrr's dress suit.
Hever Palls to Bestore Gray
Β air to.Its Tcrathful Color.
frolicsome
But tbe best story of I hose
Cure· aealp diieaw* ft hair falling.
iOc.and tl-UOat DniKflaM
days arises from the eternal copying
In tbe Louvre, either on commission
NOTICE.
or on "spec." which kept them alive
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
between remittances. Whistler's chum, haa been duly
appointed executor of the laat
Ernest Delannoy, had done u gorgeous will and testament of
BLLEN W. BEMI8, late of Love»,
repllca'of Veronese's "Marriage Feast In the County of Oxford, deceased. AH perat Cana" tbat took when framed the sons having demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for setpair of them to carry It. They tried tlement, and all Indebted thereto are requested
It on every dealer up and dowu both to make payment lmmedlatelv
MOSES Κ. BEMIS.
Feb. 16th, 1909
sides of the Seine until tbe first price
of 5<K) francs had dropped with several thuds to 100, then 20, then 10,
theu 5.
Suddenly the dignity of art frr children/ eafe, turm. Mm opiateι

seek to

originate

or

Boys'

s.

On the Pont des Arts they lifted the
huge canvas. "Un." they eald, with
α great swing, "deux, trois—v'lan!'
and over It went Into the water with a

splash. Sergents de ville came running, omnibuses stopped, and boats
pushed out on the river. Altogether
It was an Immense success, and they

richards;
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PlecMnt St.. South Pari», Me.
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THE WRONG NOTE.
Mozart'· Outbreak at an Opera Per-,
formance at Marseille·.
Mozart, being onco on a visit ot
Marseilles, went Incognito to htoir the
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Penley & Plummer's
On Their Cash Sale

-î

wdThinkïîuîïïf

fortunate if you

Depot, South Paris.

Opp.

Mark Down Sale
of Men's

SOLDIER BALKS DEATH PLOT.
It seemed to J. A. Stone, a civil war
veteran of Kemp, Tex., that a plot existed between a desperate lung trouble
and the grave to cause his death. "I
contracted a stv bborn cold," he writes,
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Maine Tuesday by
Supreme
Governor Fernald for a second term of
seven years.
Court of

At the Belgrade Lakes alone in 1908
the fishermen and tourists left #220,000,

than 10 times as much as they
«pent eight years ago. This case is but
one in scores and serves as a good illustration of what Maine's summer business
meane to the state.
more

old,

while

handling a revolver at his home at Augusta on the 13th, accidentally shot his
3-year-old sister through the head, indicting a wound from which she died a
few hours later. The father, Edwin H.
Ingrabam, was at his store down town,
and the mother was absent at a meeting.
In the Androsooggin County Court at
Auburn last week, George W. Perkins
of Poland, 55 years of age, and his son,
John F. Perkins, 17 years of age, were
tried for the murder of Charles A.
Strout, at or near the Perkins farm, on
Aug. 3, 1908. The affair was the outcome of a neighborhood trouble. Strout
was shot by the Perkins boy at the command of his father. It was alleged by
the defence that the shooting was done
in self-defence. The jury returned a
verdict of guilty of manslaughter as to
both father and son, with a recommendation of extreme leniency for the boy.

speaking of the proposition to
change the state flag—abandoning the
design legalized in 1901 and returning to
the design showing the state seal on a
In

blue field, which was used in the Civil
war—it has been stated that only one
copy of the new state flag is in existence,
that at the State House in the office of
the adjutant general. There is at least
one other copy of the flag in the state, a
large one which figures in the decorations of the well known Rangeley camp
of Hon. F. B. Timberlake of Portland,
the ex-bank examiner. For a time Mr.
Timberlake bad this flag at his Portland
office, and he won many cigars on wagers
that prominent and well informed Maine
men who happened in could not tell
what flag it was. Almost without ex·
oeption they failed to recognize the flag,
with its buff field, its green pine in the
oenter and its blue star, as the official
state emblem of Maine. Later he took
the flag to his Rangeley oamp, famed far
and wide for its hospitality, where it
figures among the many valuable and

interesting relics and curiosities whioh
adorn its walls.

REVOLTS AT COLD 8TEEL.
'•Your only hope," said three doctors
to Mrs. M. E. Fisher, Detroit, Miob., suffering from severe reotal trouble "lies in
an operation." "then I used Dr. King's

New Life Pills," she writea, "till wholly
cured." Tbey prevent Appendicitis,
25o at F.
cure Constipation, Headache.
A. Shurtieff & Co.'s drug store.

"sound." but which is In appcarauce
the most worthy of suspicion of all
and !j so muddy, so yellow, that it resembles wine.—Gazette des Eaux.

The Thirteen Chick·.
How difficult it is to pick out truth
or fiction from apparently straightforward recitals of the actions of animal·
Is well shown in# communication sent
to one of our forelgu exchanges by a
man who lave claim to long experiHe statence In breeding game birds.
ed In all seriousness that only two of
hens had hatched out
his

pheaeaut

seventeen of the eighteen eggs placed
under eacli one in the nests. "It is a
curious fact," he continues, "that both
hatched off on the same day. aud each
hen immediately killed thirteen out of

her seventeen live chicks by pecking
their brains nud laid them in a row in
front of her. each exactly In the name
whether
way. I shall be glad to know
such a singular ease has ever been

noted befcre."
So shall I: but, at any rate, in this
case at least, thirteen was an unlucky
number for both the chicks and their
owneis.—Forest and Stream.

Born.
In West Pari·, Feb. 12, to the wife of Chnrlet
W. Crockett, a daughter.
In South Pari·, Feb. 16. to the wife of Forrle
W. Everett, a daughter.
In West Part·, Feb. 19, to the wlfo of W Ikke

HftTertnen, a eon.
In Went Porter, Feb. 9, to the wife of J.T.
Ltbby, a md.

Married.
lo Sonth Pari·, Feb. 17, by Rer. J. H. kittle,
Mr. Manning E. Mersereau of Mtlton Plantation
and Ml·· Se lle Mae Davis of Woodstock.
In South Perl*. Feb. ». by Rev. J. H. Little,
Mr Charles William Tldswell of South Parle
and Mi··· Al'oe Ma ν Tripp of Turner.
In Bnckllell. Feb. 17. by Rev A. W. Pottle,
Mr. Fred L. IrUh and Miss Eva M. Mason, both
of Buck field.
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MONEY TO LOAN.
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This is Our

Specialty.
•

Gold and Porcelain Crowns,
Gold, Silver, Cement and En·
amel fillings at reasonable rates.

Beerdrinkera and others who suffer
with Bright's Disease, Diabetes, Back
Ache, or any Kidoey or Bladder Trouble
Olias. Buol3l4
oan be cured if they will take Bloodine
Blood and Kidoey Tablets. 60 cents a
The Sentlat,
Bloodine
Toe
Co., Inc.,
box, mailed by
MAINE.
Maaa.
SOUTH
PARIS,
iBostoa,

are

The suits include

lot of different cuts and ht) les

overcoats ; all

now

ά

future; consult
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PARIS TRUST CO.,

ο

South Paris, Maine.

η
ο
ο

Market

$10.00

Suits and Overcoats

are now

$12

are now

$14.00
$14.00

BLANKETS ! FUR ROBES
Are All flarked Down at

The Tucker Harness Store.

INDEPENDENTS' NEARLY TWO TO ONE.

Boston—To the national government, working through the department of I
and labor, belongs the credit for having finally determined the official to
!
as to the relative size of the Hell and

independfacts in the long disputed question
eut telephone interest* of the United States.
show
Bell
and
stations
for
1907
2,086,515'
3,132,003
The government figures
independent stations or telephones. The independents have all along claimed
over 4,000,000 stations, or fully 33 per cent, more than they actually have.
The government figures do not make any attempt to classify the independents
As a matter of fact, of
as between "independent" and "opposition" companies.
the so-called "Independents" fully 900,ΟΟΟΓ or 30 per cent., of the entire number
of
the
comprehensive Bell
form through sub-licensee or service arrangements part
system, but in all other respects are independent, self-controlling organizations.
40
of the total are thus I
about
cent,
or
per
At present over 1,100,000 independents
1
affiliated with Bell lines.
an
which
the
rjade,
adjustment
governthis
With
very important adjustment
ment statisticians obviously could not make, it will be found that instead of the I
Bell companies having but 145,000 more stations than the independents, the real
2,150,000 for the independfigures are something like 4,000,000 for tho Bell, against
of Be'i over independent stations
ents, a ratio of nearly 2 to 1. The preponderance
be better illustrated by the following»comparieon :
Bell system
Independents.

1907

4,000,000

2,150,000
Bell excess
1,850,000
In considering these figures, it

1902

1,350,000

1,000,000
350,000

Increse

2,050.000
1,150.000

1,500,000

Per cent inc.
196

!

116

cial records.
The relative public utility of the Bell and Independent telephone interests is
not measured by number of stations so much as by the fact that the Bell lines are
one comprehensive and inter-communicating system operated nnder one general
aggregating nearly 2,000,000
policy and connected with toll and long-distance lines are
scattered companies and
miles in length. The independents on the other hand
for the most part small associations or co-operative groups, having with a few conand
each
other
only limited connection by
spicuous exceptions no relation with
local toll lines. The Instrumenta and apparatus come from 30 or 40 different manufacturers. There (j no uniform accounting system and there Is no temptation to
make the figures any smaller than they actually are. Furthermore, some independents report telephones (a single instrument) while others conform to the Bell
custom and report stations (two instruments). To this extent the independent j
figures are unduly swelled, but there Is no way of knowing how material this
factor is.
The significant feature of the rapid telephone development of the United States
during the last five years has been this quiet, steady affiliation with 'ho American
Telephone e y 8tv.cn of 900,000 independent stations. Aa a fesult, thousands of subscribers in the West have today what they have never before enjoyed,—the advanof oonneotion with the only national telephone service in the country.
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ONE PRICK CLOTHIER,

AMERICAN TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH COMPANY.
BELL STATIONS OUTNt'MBEK
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H. B. FOSTER,

Pythian Block.

Square,

$ 7.50

Fur and Fur Lined Coats at Cost.

money.

η
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Our Men's $18 Suits and Overcoats
Our Men's $20 Suit's and Ovetcoats

for your

us

190.* i-y
Hart SchalFner & Marx

Our Men's $12 Suits and Overcoats
Our Men's

parties who are thinking of building in the near
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Copyright

Our Men's $10 Suits and Overcoats
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good, stylish clothing
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opportunity

better

a

in the

of your

worthy

There

attention.

mort-

brown,

Many styles

gray, etc.

Estate,
Farms and Homesteads;
also on collateral security.
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All

in various shades of

limited amount

of money to loan
Real
on
gages

we

this season's make and the lat-
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Goods that

fully guarantee.

can

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

worth

We have noth-

good quality.

j

The ideal method of supplying
missing teeth. Perfect satisfaction when done properly.

below the actual

est models.

φ
à

winter stock at

in stock but what i# of

ing

should be borne in mind that the station statistics of the Bell and connecting systems are all a matter of record at a central point,
Died.
due to the fact that the instruments used by the Bell system are furnished by the
American Telephone Co, Statistics kept by the Bell companies are as prccisu as
In Bnckfleld, Feb. 21, Mrs. Ellen, wife of figures of railroad earnings. Instruments used by the Bell companies are all given I
Larkln Farrar, aged X years.
out from offe source and are identical in type of construction. Therefore, the s taIn West Sumner, Feb. 13, Freeman B. Damon.
tistics of Bell telephone stations are as reliable as balance sheets or any other finan-

BRIDGE WORK.

our

of the clothes.

Hosiery.
Miss S. M. Wheeler,

Underwear

The

coats, ulsters and furs.

LADIES' and CHILDREN'S

boiled in baked earthenware vessels,
tooled and thou heuted a second time
before drinking."
inI This hygienic prescription was
tended both for healthy and sick peo-

half building, was considerably ple, since it was applied to the ariuier:
"During marches and In camps pits
damaged by fire, smoke and water, but
not destroyed.
I must'be dug successively from the
highest point to the lowest level of the
Maine News Notée.
place. These holes should be lined
with clay such as Is used for rnakiug
Governor Fernald was the guest of the ! pottery and the water should be made
Club
of
Maine
Soraerville (Maes ) Sons
to percolate through it. The water will
at its annual banquet Wednesday even- leave all Its
Impurities lu these pits."
ing.
It may be inquired how the aucient
Curiously enough the first patient ad- Greeks, knowing the processes of stermitted to the new Bath hospital came ilization and filtration of water which
from Lewiston, whioh has several of the
they applied to that of the uiostjimpid
largest and best hospitals in the state.
rivers, should have drunk without preAlbert M. Spear of Gardiner was re- cautions the water of the Nile, which
nominated as aseooiate justice of the our microscopes allow us to d^-lare

12 years

at

mended the use of sterilized water.
Uufuj of Ephesus, lu tlie lirst century
of this era, taught that "all water
from rlrers aud ponds Is bad except
that from the Nile. Water from rivers
which flow through unhealthy soil,
tUfltuaut water aud that which flows
near public bathing places is harmful.
The best water is that which has bceu

a

Ralph Ingrabam,

4J

Sterilizing Water.
TLe ancient Greeks already recom-

C.

Clothing:

Early

Η A Τ s

THE RIVER NILE.

A. Brooke and Mrs. Brooks
bave been visiting In Kennebunk wUh
Mrs Brooks' father, Mr. Leach. Mr.
Brooke was in Boston eeverafcdaye where
he attended the revival
,plf,.k
oc,0°*
Fire was discovered about
Sunday afternoon in Bert Wood
on the lake road, nearly opposite Dr.
Thompson's boat house. It »ΡΡ*Γβ°ι1*
caught around the chimney, the family
being temporarily out of! the houseia
the time. The water which had been
shut off the night before on account of
in the pipe, had been put oo
aeain about half an hour before the discovery of the fire, so that It was possible
to nut on a stream of water from the
bydrant. The house, which Is a story

aÎd

only.

Feb. 25,

Thursday,

This is for

\C

SffiSKSâSss C0Rev!

Thursday

One old fashioned glass goblet to each cash
customer who buys not less than one dollar's
worth of groceries
per cent, discount
articles in stock.
all
of
regular price

^ngregâtional

y°Qr*d,-,A,?2'*οα'have

buyers

Call Today.

F. H. NOYES CO.

Norway, Maine.

wtthrjo'"oÎ»r«S»

.

There ape both Winter

that.

in the lot.

get the biggest bargains.

This is ju3t the time when housewives plan
and make their spring and summer underwear.
To make them pretty you need Laces and
Hamburgs. This week we have several large
lots that will go on sale at much less than reg-

ular

$β, ']

up to

a Price Less than
Cost to Get the
Would
Overalls and Frocks
Same Amount of Wear.

Buy Your Boy

SALE !

went home enchanted.—Pall Mall Gazette.

to 16

have your choice for

can

coats alone are worth

and Summer

and Bladder

Make·

Age 3

Ranged from $3

and you

Hamburg

Great

Knee Suits

Former Prices

fbimnONETHMR F01EYSKIWŒYCDM
Right
Kidneys

asserted Itself.

$2.38!

We have just completed stock taking and have quite
a number of Odd Knte Suits we are anxious to close
out.
There are some in every age and the

fol-

low new methods of excellence
that will in any way aid us in
the practice of Fitting Glasses.

»ndPatrlott'C·

J

Vi^iî
CJÎrU0'

ABIJAH C HALL, late of Part·,
County of Oxford, deceased. All person·
having demanda against the estate of said de-

In the

Μ»*!

dTheÎst

Mrs. Wm. H, Cole, Bryant's Pond.
Mrs. Albina S. Cole, wife of the late
William H. Cole, died at the home of
«m
her daughter, Mrs. Lalia D. Estes, TuesMrs. Cole had
afternoon, Feb. 9.
day
•at'sfactory sum. will be used by the been in failing health for several years, "that developed a cough that stuck to
10 the necessary expenses of the
and for several weeks her condition bad me, in spite of all remedies for years.
,
„r
graduation
year.
been serious. She was born in Paris in My weight ran down to 130 pounds.
to her marriage in 1854 Then I began to use Dr King's New DisDespite the storm of Tuesday evening 1830, and previous
comshe became a resident of Woodstock. covery, which restored my health
'»rge attendance at Odd FelI now weigh 178 pounds."
were Leonard and Hanuah pletely.
Mt. Mica Lodge observ- (1er parents
»<i ? s first ladies'
Berry and of that family several For severe Colds, obstinate Coughs,
night, and the occa· (Poo.)
and sisters are left.
Hemorrhages, Asthma, and to prevent
one to all brothers
* verjr
was a woman strongly at- Pneumonia it's unrivaled. 60c and 41 00.
Cole
Mrs.
invitapresent. Those included in the
home and family. Here Trial bottle free. Guaranteed by F. A.
tion to the event were Odd Fellows and tached to ber
of the family circle and every Sburtleff Λ Co.
members
few
-eir
: am'lies,
a
and
Rebekaha,
her many friends always mot
κ·'θβίβ. a tine program of readings and one o.'
The Coliseum, the large exhibition
She was a
a pleasant welcome.
with
re
"« carried out, followed by
the Central Maine fair grounds a)
member of the Methodist church and hall at
β ments of ice cream and cake and
collapsed under the weight
Waterville,
Christoof
of the charter members
the evening closed one
CI*°^er··
on the roof Wednesday,
Lake Commandery. These last of snow and ice
m
*
«wW ««"β. The work pher
as ibout $1000,
her growing infirmity have The damage is reckoned
,κ
ot *+ years of
J· W·
as
through
as
made
possible
bright
chante PaJ]e> WM Qf Λ h,eh or<Jer M(J been
THE SECRET OF LONG LIFE.
constant care and affection of the
neatly appreciated by the audience, the
she has lived.
whom
French scientist has discovered on«
with
A
i
e was recalled
many times and was daughter
survive her, Mrs. James secret of long life. His method deali
children
Three
y generous in responding to encore*,
million!
Mrs. Harry M. Estes and Edwin with tbe blood. But long ago
Hit
following is the full program as given: M. Day,
of Americans had proved Electric
H.
Cole.
Swastika Orchestra.
ters prolonged life and makes it wOrtt
L»!Pike.
^
rraajt
enriches and vital
,
«j
S. Wright.
James
Hon.
living. It
WASHINGTON ONCE GAVE UP
MuelT
Orchestra
izes the blood, rebuilds wasted nervi
foi
in
bod
A. E. Morse. to three doctors; was kept
Resiling
cells, imparts life and tone to the entin
Vocal αββ»,
a spisick
five weeks. Blood poison from
system. It's a godsend to weak,
AuOrewe aad Ml»· Merle Newton.
covto
sores
Misse» Vouniç and Abbott der's bite caused large, deep
and debilitated people. "Kidney tronbh
then
failed,
doctors
Vn.,1
Session*.
8
The
C.
er his leg.
had blighted my life for months," write!
Ee»,i,D
*· w Fss*««len
"Buckleo'· Arnica Salve completely W. M. Sherman of Cashing, Me., "bu :
\ «cal .fuet,
Washington of
Mrs. a. K. Wtlsoa and Mr. L. β Seetlons. cured me," write· Jobn
Electric Bitter· cared me .entirely.'
For ecaema, boil·,
Oich«*tr*. Bosqueville, Tax.
Only 50c at F. A. Shurtleff A Co.'s druj ;
F.
j
at
Mr- re»sendsa.
25c
and pljea It's supreme.
store.
Mr. Pike. burns
I
Mr. fssssarVen A. Sbuftl#ff Λ Co.'s drag store.

Ζ

The rabacrlber hereby gives notice that she
executrix of the laat

haa been duly appointed
will and testament of

^Ue J

|

day

Your Choice at

the entire field of science, nowhere has there bet η such
progress at in the Science of
Optics and the Fitting of

New Long Cloth for Underwear.

1

performers.

raw recruits In art descended furnished Whistler for life
with some of his raciest stories. Once
wben an Ainericau frlc»nd unearthed
hlin Whistler was living on the proceeds of a wardrobe. Oue hot day be
pawned bis coat for an Iced drluk.

which these

OVER

NOTICE·

8TORE8.

BLUE

de-

":h°ol".bÔw J

potion.

given

phown ue tbe hilarious squalcr of tb<
student life in i'arle wben Whistler
Joined tbe studio tbat Gleyre carried
It was
on in succession to Delaroche.
tbe Bohemia, barely modernized, οt
Murger's novel, and the shifts to

LOOKING

CATHERINE Κ SB VERT, late of Dixield,
In he County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
bond· aa the law directs.
demanda against the eiute of Aid deceased are
dealred to preaent the tame for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto axe requeated to make payment Immediately.
BYRON C. WAITE.
Feb. 16th, 1909.

I

—

are rive acts, they are short,
though.hethere
changes of scene were quickly
there were oo|y •to""1
w?u 8<\fhat
""»n very
t,ie
S.'wiân Mu"ic
by the Swastikk
.7' The netwaeproceeds,
η?Γκlestra.
a very

flnancial

social

J

»

•°-n,

a

■

Incident

of his "Villanella Raplta."
electric car people find much dlfil· He had reason to be tolerably well
mw
m keeping their road open. The satisfied till In the midst of the princi70| 47 cnlty
79 cars have run much of the time'Jurg
s
pal aria the orchestra, through some
1 1-2 to 3 inches
the past week to the post office. The
THESE LOTS include edging and insertions of good material·.
$12,079 93 section of the track from the post office errcr In the copying of the score,
wide 5c. per yard; 3 to 4 inches wide 7c. per yard; 0 to 10 inches wide 10c. and
pounded a D natural where the com® ®·
Hesourcee above liabilities of
as
of
Street
Main
the
end
to
upper
12 l-2c. yard.
poser hnd written Π sharp. This rub
This balance ab.ve liabilities is about well Ailed with snow and ice.
with place for ribbon, only
stltution did not Injure the harmony, SEVERAL PATTERNS, very wide for Corset Covers
Wiggin L. Merrill reports a n>oet
10c. per yard.
«π,η» lightful trip into the logging camps but pave a commonplace character to
tbe phrase and obscured the sentiment ONE LOT Linen Torchon lace insertions and edging, good width, the kind that
o>
northerly from Bethel. He was in Be
their departments fully, and show λ
of the composer.
wears, at special low prices, 7c., 8c., 10c. per yard.
.b». « m- «satisfactory condition of th
Mozart no sooner heard it than be
financial condition being bet er than lor business trip this week attended there
started up vehemently and from the
veare
The school committee recom· vival meetings in that city.
middle of the pit cried out in a voice
Co.
D
The rifle contest, between
boys
mends either moving the Hollo
"Will you play D sharp, SUPERIOR ENGLISH LONG CLOTH, 40 inches wide, excellent quality, 14c. per
house or at Norway and the new company sta- of thunder,
HO-called, to the Snow e
wretches?"
yard ; or $1 45 for 12 yard piece.
with a 10
moving the Hollow school house to a tioned at Rumford Falls, wll take place you
The sensation produced In tbe theanorth of the preeent ooe at their respective armories Monday
new
ENGLISH LONG CLOTH. 30 inches wide, beautiful fabric, exSUPERFINE
most
the
on
ter may be Imagined. Tht actors were
and an article to that effect has been
91 75 for piece. Several other grades for
cellent for underwear, only lrto.
Feb. 14, « Λ·
placed in the warrantor town meeting.
astour.ded, the lady who was singing
l-2c. and 15c.
12
Mr Park distinctly states that he is not church the services on Lincoln w
stopped short, the orchestra followed
The G. Α. «V,
finest combed, highly mercorized and finished especially for flue
a candidate for re-election to theoftce very interesting indeed.
her example, and the audience, with NAINSOOK,
W. H. C., S. W. V., and Co. D of the 2d
underwear, 25c., 20c. and 37 1 3c. per yard.
of (superintendent of schools, an
demanded the exloud
exclumatious.
committee express their regret at his Hegiment, N. G. S. M., attended. The
was acdecorations were very pretty and the pulsion of the offender. He
Grand Trunk
cordingly seized and required to name
of uncollected taxes is some- various exercises epirited
two blmrelf. Ile did so. and at the name
after
Mrs. Eliza Hutchinson,
thing of an improvement over that of
|
la-»t year, occupying four less pages, and months with her sister in Lynn, has re- ; of Mozart the clamor subsided and
turned to her North Norway home.
the abatements are about a page less
wus succeeded by shouts of applause
There was a slight Are at Foss store from all sides.
Taken as a whole the report is a
generally creditable one. and the Dem at the "Falls" Tuesday. Little dlt™a&®·
It was Insisted that the opera should
Miss Anna Lewis of Bangor spoke to
printing establishment is
Installed
chvirch be recommenced. Mozart was
on the back a little at its share in the ladies of the
Friday afternoon. Miss Lewis ie the field In tbe orchestra and directed the
getting out so voluminous a book in s
of tb. Worn..'. A.ittUr, of whole i>erformancc. This time the D
good shape and so promptly.
the Maine Missionary Society.
sharp was played In Its proper place,
The W C. T. U. held their annua
§«lf.Treatment for Tuberculosis.
and the musicians themselves were
supper and sale at the Congregational
at the superior effect prosurprised
vestry Friday afternoon and evening. duced. After the opera Mozart was
enough in the year to
maoy tWog· of »M »·« o««od
conducted In triumph to his hotel.
for sale. The candy table was well supgive the purchaser lots of wear
nlied and patronized. Supper was servmuch upon you,
·
·
·
ed at 0:45, and an entertainment
...
We've marked
this season.
ed later in the evening. The vestry was
and supper sucwell filled and the
clown our winter suits, overAncient Greeks and +h· Proc··· of
JW 4JJ
535 57

Ktsb llach.
Γlie Bereans of tûe Metnoaist cnurcu
elected officers for the year at their anKl·» 11 ao'l Cabbage Salad*.
Hot Roll*.
i! meeting Monday evening of last
s
Cuntar'l, Lemon an<l Whipped Cream Plee
w-ek, and also chose committees. The
Doughnuts. person».
Tart»,
rt
pt
*'
u
τ
follows:
as
are
^ tlicere
trickle*.
Fancy Cake.
anil
Coffee.
Tea
Mlilett.
K.
O.
1'rcsldent—
open air. Be in the open air all the
Vic».·. President—S. C. Onlway.
will be comfortable
The Oxford County Fruit Grower·' lime. Drees so you
Secretory—John Smell.
extreme cold of
Treasurer—Ueorpe D. Kobertaoo.
Association, as previously announced, in so doing. Then the
this week at winter will help more rapidly to cure
of
will
meet
service
Wednesday
There was a pretty wedding
Hall. Profeeeor E. F. you than will the summer's warmtb.
last Wednesday evening at the home of l'aris Grange
Discard pie», cakes, preserves and
4.
state entomologist, will be
Hitching·»,
the
H.
Gammon,
Harold
Mrs.
Mr. and
ami speak at both forenoon and the like. Live on plain food, strengthenE.
■
present
Manning
being
ntracting parties
At 10 Λ. m. he will ing food—bread, butter, meat, vegetaMersereau of Milton Plantation and Mies afternoon seditions.
of a Good Or· bles, eggs, and much milk. Your doctor
.-idie M. Davis of Woodstock. The ring speak on ''Requisite*
and at the afternoon session on will tell you further.
service was used, and Rev. J H. Little chard,"
Beware of patent medicines and
5.
Miss Davis, •'Pesta of an Orchard." He will have
was the officiating minister.
cures for consumption and
advertised
insects.
of
hie
exhibit
biro
with
injurious
a
school
cousin to Mrs. Gammon, was
Dinner will congb. They will rob you of your
are free to all.
lectures
The
MerMr.
and
teacher in Woodstock,
chances of rebe furnished by the grange at a low money and lessen your
eereau is a clerk holding a good
covery.
price.
β. Do not swallow what you spit up.
To cjuote the words of a recent corA two-act drama, "Old Acre Folk," It is very dangerous for yon to do so for
respondent, "Permit us to pat on the will
at
Paris
Grange it will further infect you. Do not let
be given by
Grange
s»nie old record and play the same old
Feb. £1, to be followed by a so- what you spit up get on anything, clothtune," as follows: It is impossible to Uall
as
follows:
the
of
Cast
ciable.
in
play
ing, bedding, or floors. Spit into burnget all the matter for'the Democrat
A. L. Holmes. able
after Sat- Th» Deacon. Caleb E?ani·,
spit-cups so that the spit-cups and
type Monday morning, or even
The Deacon'» wife, Emma Eliza,
their contents can be absolutely destroyurday noon. We are always soiTy to
Mrs. Kate Hammond.
inhav. c rrespondenta lose their own "rime The Deacon'» eon, Jaffray,
Harry shiw. ed by Are. Do not let flies carry the
fectious matter of your sputum to the
ttettinK matter in too late, but it is even The Deicon'e daughter, Mary Jane,
Mrs. Ada King.
Wash your
food for you or others.
w rse t »r the print-shop end of the job
J*K. King.
The Squire. Aaron I'lavfair.
hands in soap and water quite frequently
if ν
feel bad abont it, remember, the The .Squire * daughter, Llzbetb Ann,
Beanie Hagg tt and
keep them free from infection. This
sher is even sadder.
p
The Squire's housekeeper, Prlecllla Prim,
sixth rule is very important for your
Abble Abbott.
Mrs.
societies
invitation, the missionary
safety and for the safety of other
The Country Boy, Ebenezer Ham,
of the different churches in the village
Kavmond Gates. persons.
Francis Shaw.
me: with the Foreign and Home Mis- The Stranger, Job Hardy,
Albion Abbott
si >cary societies of the Methodist church The Consttble, Ike Johnson,
Child Labor and Illiteracy in Maine.
at the regular meeting of the W. F. Si. S. Admission 15 cents.
Maine is one of the few northern
hcl'i η the church parlor Thursday aftereducational
states which require no
of last week. The programme was
A Dry Town Again.
test of children who apply for papers
iron, the third chapter of "The Nearer
service
water
After an uninterrupted
the Farther East," the book used in
permitting them to work in factories.
since last September, we are once more A
boy or girl of fourteen, even if absothe mited study of missions. Reports
was
it
without water. Saturday night
methods of study,
lutely illiterate, may present his birth
e membership,
of
reservois
the
that
discovered
Norway
certiticate to a factory agent and be emai»; work being done by the different
was
empty.
the Norway Water C\
m w nary societies were given, after
ployed. In other states such a child
immediate
An
known.
then
not
Cause
must be able to read and writ*, at least,
wj:refreshments were served and a
the
Paris
at
reservoir
of
the
examination
and tbis certainly is not too much to deI'.easant social time wae enjoyed by all. end of the
system was made, and it was mand.
water in it was lowered
the
that
found
The United States census shows that
T'nirsday evening the Delta Alphas
was at once
*b<i
few invited guests were entertain- but not all out. The water
in relation to child illiteracy Maine
what was in the reserw ·■■■> M-s Sara Swett and Miss Florence shut off, to save
stands twenty-eighth in rank among the
tire use, and since Sat.iPison at the home of Mr. and Mrs voir for possible
states of the Union, having dropped in ten
In
no
water
been
tbere has
this
ii \ M irton.
A game of literature was urday evening
years from the nineteenth place. That
In
Paris
of
South
main part
village.
unfavorable showing is at least in large
pay.·,ι .md other amusements engaged the
a
was
tbere
partial
supin. ΠΜΓ* h mallows were toasted over the Vorway village
part due to the lack of an educational
a part of the time on Sunday.
for working children seems
"("'c .ire, and a general good time was ply for
in qualification
discovered
was
Suaday,
break
The
inference, and the state
a justifiable
Refreshments were served.
enj ved.
two
the
between
pumping
main
the
■>child labor committee bas asked the
present, besides Mr. and Mrs.
to
it
made
it
where
impossible
r
: and the hostesses of the evening stations,
legislature to amend the child labor law
mains. The latest report
Wf" Mrs
I- P. Swett, Miss Olive C. pump into the
by the addition of such a qualification.
on the break all
>"etr. Miss Edith M. Hatch, Miss Myrtle is that after working
The proposed amendment would require
is hope of getting the water
to
Smal,< Mies Grace M. Dud- night, there
every applicant for working papers
«
!s* Addie L Giles,
Miss Charlotte on again some time Monday.
demonstrate his ability to read and
water
To add to the confusion, surface
* '«'les, and Miss Lila M. Gilbert.
write simple sentences in English, and
started by the thaw got into the reservoir to perform simple problems in the funwhich
N'ew Hall was tilled beyond its seat- of the Pine Tree Aqueduct Co.,
damental operations of arithmetic—not
the
Ff'day evening to witness supplies quite a lot of patrons in and
a lofty standard, it is true, bat one
Parie
of
South
Γηβ Deacon," the play presented by easterly part
village,
assuring literacy.
use
domestic
(or
unfit
A
water
made that
If Maine is to to be saved from the
Γ wa,0«· class of the high school.
All
while.
a
for
'ante numoer came from Norway.
dangers of an ignorant citizenship and is
lot
of
a
is
there
fairly
toe parts in a large cast were exceeding
Fortunately
to regain ber former position, some
well presented, and much merited ap- clean snow on the ground, and washing measure of tbis sort is urgently needed.
Alwill not go entirely unobserved.
the
plause was
Mvnu

«J

Ge"^lC0o'vfrnor*!J

™

of Whistler'· Student
Day· In Pari·.
Tlie early seeues In "Trilby" hav«

A·

CJiUBCHX*.

NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby five· notice that he haa
been duly appointed administrator of the estate

a good time to buy a good Fur Robe
Blanket and Robe for next season

Now is

buy

a

JAME38

cheap.

IV. FAVOR,

OX Mntn et.,

Norwnv,

It will pay you

Prop..

Malno.

What Makes a Bank Strong?
In choosing your Bank, always remember that it is Capital,
Surplus and Undivided Profits that give security to the depositor, because that money is what stands between you

depositor

and any

possible shrinkage

on

as

a

the securities held

This Bank, established in 1S72, has a record
third of a century for the prompt and effiextending
cient handling of the business of its customers and during

by

the Bank.

this time

over a

no

depositor

has

ever

lost

a

dollar.

Our Capital, Surplus and Profits
of $96,500.00, together with additional Stockholders' Liability of $50,000.00 give assurance of absolute security of our
depositors' money. The officers will be 'glad to talk over
with you at any time and pledge themyour interests faithfully when you intrust your
business to this Bank.
#

Banking relations
selves to

serve

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK
of
CASTORIA

Norway,

For Infints and Children.

Maine.

H
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BREAK THAT COLD

Consumption is often the result
Before it sends yon to a sick bed
of the true
neglected colds. So don't delay—get a bottle today

The Puzzler

of

"L. F." ATWOOD'S BITTERS

No. 396.—Arithmograph.
A word of thirteen letters having
reference to regard, meditation, mo-

the imparitia· from the svttem,
The surest, quickest, nfnt cold remedy known. They drive all
like the
relieve congestion of throat and head, and the cold d_uppears like magic. Nothing
A few
"
L. F." Medicine for cleansing bowels and blood and putting the whole system right.
doses will du it.
Get « bottle today. 35 ceata «I

To iiie Horse end Dairy Men!
I have the facilities for

Tenney,

Dr. Austin

Oculist,

handling

Will be at his

GRAIN

Norway office

over

F. Ridlon's grocery store, Main

C.

St.,

19th,
Friday,
than any other mill in town.
ΙΟ Α. X. to 4 P. M.
and
convince
Call and get my prices
At Rumford, Friday, March lath.
your self.
Eyes examined free and all Glasses
I am agent for SUCRENE Dairy
warranted satisfactory.
Feed and SCHUMACHER Stock
At Home Office, 31 Lisbon St.,
Feed. I call your attention to these
Lewiston,
every day except Fridays.
two feeds as they have stood the test
March

cheaper

and cannot be surpassed.
I have a car of Cotton Seed Meal

making

that is odd weight, so am
the price low to cut it oft.
Be

Hay

prices

and get my

sure

buying.

before

The Heart Can't Stand

Rheumatic Acid

on

Poisoning.

A. C. Maxim,
Two

South Paris.
We8t paris

j

j

·μ··ιι
Mills,

»■»_-,

The

15

veirs

expert Watch-

maker with
Kennard & Co

Bigelow,
Boston.

All Work
Guaranteed.

you.
The only true way to cure Rheumatism
ix to get at it from the inside with υποA little out of the way
θ. It acts witb marvelous swiftness
but it pays to walk.
upon the muscle»·, kidneys and blood.
Clenus out the sand-like deposits in the
OEMS, WATCHES. CLOCKS muHcles, forces the kidneys to perform
AND JEWELRY.
those duties for which they were designed and neutralizes the acid within
With Dr. Parnieiiter, Norway, Maine.
j the blood.
l'ric-0 is a liquid taken internally, 3
times daily, and does not contain any
morphine, opium or other so-called

Sciatica, Muscular,
"pain deadners."
Inflammatory aud Articular Rheumatism all yield readily to Uric-O.

Glove Rubbers
AND

—

Best

It eells for 75c. and 91.00 the bottle or
you can obtain a trial bottle free by
writing to The Smith Drug Co., 220
Smith Bldg., Syracuse, Ν. Y. Uric-0 i·
sold and personally recommended by P.
A. Shurtleff A· Co.

Fitting

Best

—

Home for Sale.

Wearing

going from South Paris
Norway, nearly opposite fair
ground buildings. A good chance to
On street

to

Rubbers made.

take a few boarders. Well watered,
electric passes the door. Stable, hen
houses and a large garden with some

Frothingham,

W. 0.

Paris.

Soutb.

A good
trees.
parties. Call at
particulars.

good bearing apple
trade to desirable
house or write for

FOimHONEY^TAR
M

MRS. C. C. DEARBORN,
South Paris, Maine.

jtf

Prevent» Pneumonia

sale:.

FOR

The A. C.
A well established business.
Jones Machine and Plumbing Business, situated
on Main Street, South Paris, Maine.

THE SHOP, LOT, MACHIN-

ERY, TOOLS, STOCK, AND
ENTIRE EQUIPMENT.

W. S. Jones, Executor of A. C. Jones Estate.

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

AS

is a metropolitan newspaper fur busy people, almost as
good as a daily, and your Kural Free Delivery (Jarriei
brings it to your door three times every week.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contains all the must important news of The Daily
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
time for a dai'y newspaper you may De kept in close touch
with all important news of the world at a very small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only 91.80 per year, butyou can secure it with
your own favorite local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,

GOOD
AS
A
DAILY

Papers One Year for $2.25.

NEWSPAPER.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,

South Paris, Maine.

Yonr name and address on a postal card to THE NEWYORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will

bring

you a free

Pianos
Large

sample

copy.

Organs.

s

Stock of New Pianos and

Organs.

Good second hand organs from $15 to $40. Nice trade for anyone
Second hand pianos from $135 to $175.
to buy for New Year's present.
Nice instruments. Square pianos for $15, $25, $35. Stools, Chairs and
Here is
Write for catalog of playerpianos.
other musical merchandise.
•

good

trade in musical instruments.

"VS7". J.

Billings BlOOk,

uth Parla.

Keep

PLEASE!
When

id

want

of

anything

in

Maine.

SlIND!

in our line· give ua a call.

WK CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

WK SELL

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders' Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails,
Builders' Hardware, Sheathing Paper,
Hoase Paint·,
Bam Paints,
Roof Paints,

Wagon Paints,

Our paints include

Paroid Boofin^The

Impervious,
beet of all

try imitations.

Screen Dooxv and

Floor Paints,
Floor Dressing,
Floor Finish,

Window

Begu lar size·

Liquid

Heath Λ

Screens—We

Linseed Oil,

Varnishes,

Turpentine,

Brushes.

Sherwin-Williams.

THE TIME TESTED KIND.

roofings.

of doors in

Filler,
MUligan, and

make to order.

Don't

The kind that lasts.

Have your veranda screened in.
hinges, Ac.

stock.

Recipes.
SQUAWS.

together one-third

Tail *BOM DIAD HAS AND PUT fit
A LTVX MIX'S Lie.

Washington, Feb. 9.
That the unusual operation performed

white sheet stretched across the
at Georgetown University Hoapltal
room draw ronghly In charcoal a Inrge
cently, by Dr. George Tally Vaughan,
when be grafted the knee of a dead man cherry tree. In the trunk of tbe ire?
on the leg of a living man, will be suo- represent a good big chunk cat out
ceeafal is the belief of the authorities it Then cat out of cardboard a number
the hdtpitaL The patient, George A.
29 year* old, who reaide· at 1157
re-

Melt

and add to it three times the quantity of
water. Let it stand iu an eartben dish
over night and the next morning boil for
ten minutes only. Stand another night
and the second morning add pint for
pint of sugar and boil steadily till it jellies. This rule is supposed to make
twelve glasses. Twice, using fruit rather
above the average size, I have to my
astonishment filled sixteen large glasses.
The product should have a limpid appearance, quite different from the mushy
look of most marmalade, the stripe of
fruit being well defined in a clear, pale
jelly. To this end stir as little as possible during the two hours or more of the
The young mathematician correctly oooking which it requires.
tvorks bis sum la multiplication, and
CHEESE BALLS.
then, just to puzzle you, he rubs out
Mix one-half cup each of grated Amerirhlrteeu of the figures aud challenges can and Roquefort cheese and bread
crumbs, one-half teaspoon of Worcesterfou to restore them.
shire sauce and one egg. Roll into balls,
dip in beaten egg, then in bread crumbs
No. 399.—Out of Sight.
which bave been salted and slightly pepTwo state abbreviations, one forpered and fry in deep fat just before
ward, the other reversed, concealed In serving. Serve with salad, as a garnish
for veal or as a cheese course with toasteach sentence.
1. Don't you dismiss Sam. 2. Win- ed crackers and coffee. A dash of caydow oi>eu. No. Cora. 3. Will you take enne may be used if the balls are deaired
4. Can you cook, lacking more peppery.
the flag?
6.
TOMATO SAUCE.
salt? 5. The Oneida let me go.
Take two oups of strained, stewed
Lucky? Not a bit of it. 7. Old Colonel
Lisle? I know him. 8. Isn't it snowy? tomatoes. Heat to boiling, stir in a
Ο my! 9. I want to go to Vermont tablespoon of flour or corn starch, mixed
10. Head about the to a smooth paste with cold water. Add
via New York.
a little cream or butter and salt to taste.
Balkan—nimbly, now. 11. I don't want
MINT SAUCE.
sand—send it buck. 12. See the Turk
wash ci meters.
One cup of fresh chopped mint, onequarter cup of brown sugar, one-half cop
of lemon juice. Mix and let stand an
No. 400.—A Riddl·.
own.
Heat until just
hour before serving.
1 am the cheapest thing you
In usefulness I stand alone;
warm.
None else can do my task.
CREAM CABBAGE SALAD.
The beggar needs me and the queen.
To steal me few would be so mean.
To one pint of finely chopped cabbage,
You get me If you ask.
use a dressing made of three tablespoons of lemon juice, two tablespoons
Fruit».
of sugar, one-half cup of whipped cream.
No. 401.—Omitted
D
Melt the sugar in the lemon juice, then
D
If a certain fruit you place
beat into the cream to avoid curdling.
Between these letters In the space
OATMEAL 80UP.
Where you see a line that's dotted
You will always tind It spotted.
Slice one large onion into oneieaspoon
8
S
of melted butter, and let it simmer. Add
If a fruit Is placed aright
one cup of cooked oatmeal and cook
'Twlxt these letters, for the tight
Add a
until the onions are tender.
You will be armed, and so.
scant pint of milk and salt and pepper to
It would seem, will be your foe.
taste. Strain, bring to a boil and serve
hot with toasted wafers.
No. 402.—Word Square·.
STUFFED CABBAGE.
I.
That which Is long If it has no turnChop fine one pound of lean beef, add
ing. A word used In describing a des- one level teaspoon of salt, one-half teaspoon of ginger and a pinch of nutmeg
ert. A number. A garden of old.
Beat in one and one-half cups
or mace.
II.
of milk, adding a little at a time. Cut
The name of a chain of mountains out the inside of a
cabbage, leaving a
separating two continents. The Eter- thick wall; fill with the meat. Steam
A river In Si- until done and serve in slices with the
So be it.
nal City.
beria.
sauce, or with melted butter.

red.
No. 890.—Saleui, Nile, France,
Cordova: San Francisco.

isle,

No. 391.—Word Squares:
IL

L
ISIS

LOKI

BIDE

Ο

IDEA

KEEN

BEAT

I

Ρ
Μ

Β
Ν

Κ
β

No. 392.—Blackboard Puzzle:

SAUCE FOB STUFFED CABBAGE.

Cream two level tablespoons of butter
with one-fourth teaspoon of salt and a
dash of cayenne pepper. Add the yolk
of one egg and a teaspoon of lemon.
Cook over hot water, beating all the
time; add one more yolk and two teaspoons of lemon juice and stir until
smooth.
PIQUANT 8TEW.
Cut cold roast beef in small blocks to
make two cups full. Cut a mediumsized raw carrot in very small dice, put
the latter with some butter in a covered
saucepan, and simmer ten minutes. Heat
half a tablespoon of butter; cook in it
one medium-sized onion chopped âne
and rub in two level tablespoons of flour
and one teaspoon of sugar. Cook, stirring constantly, till brown. Add a good
dash of vinegar and stir in enough boiling stock from the stock pot, or made
from extract of beef, to produce a gravy
of the desired thickness.
Gravy left
from the original roast may also be put
in. Now add the partly cooked carrots
and the cold beef, and simmer in the
gravy half an hour. Mushrooms are
often added to. this stew.

tude to the family for granting permissipn for the operation.
Kelly himself, it is said, will never be
told whose knee he is wearing.

Possibilities of Waste Places.
(National Forester Glfford Plnchot In the Boaton

Transcript.)

spring

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

a

LIVER.

"Ever been in

jail?"

think

you'll

very smart chauffeur."

HOP-IN-JOHN.

do.

I want a'

Beer drinkers and others who suffer
with Bright's Disease, Diabetes, Back
iche, or any Kidney or Bladder Trouble
san be cured if they will take Bloodine
Blood and Kidney Tablets. 50 cents a
tx>x, mailed by The Bloodine Co., Inc.,
Boston, Mass.

of red beans over night,
drain, cover with cold water and cook
one
hour add a half pound
In
slowly.
Season with salt and
of fat bacon.
plenty of red pepper, add one pint of
washed rice and cook slowly two hours,
It should be nearor until all is tender.
ly dry. Serve on a platter with the
bacon in the oenter. Shredded red peppers may be used to season this dish.
Soak one

pint

FHPIT BONBONS.

Two yeaxs ago the prophetu of progCore tart, ripe apples, but do not peel
ress were deep in the subject of denatured alcohol, but the article is still them; add a vnry little water and boil
ilmoit aa scarce as Edison's cheap run- until they are a pulpy mass, then press
through a sieve. To one pound of the
ibout automobiles.
pulp and juioe add three quarters of a
Foley'· Orino Laxative cure· const!pa- pound of sugar; boll until it jellies in
ion and liver trouble and makes the the kettle; add chopped mint to suit the
towels healthy and regular. Orino is taste and turn to the depth of half an
tuperior to pills and tablets as it does inch into a shallow pan and let stand in
tot gripe or nauseate.
Why take any- a cool place six hours; now cut with a
;hing else? F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
tiny heart-shaped cutter and put them
into the bonbon disk
Mr.

Million—"Very

of you feel ao wretched. The
varloua achea of your body
can be done away with by a
little care dally given to your
stomach.

If the two and one-half million acres
in New England that need planting are
set with trees it will mean the produc-

tion of 50,000,000,000 feet of timber,

or

twenty-five times as much as was cut in
New England in 1000. The profits of
such an undertaking will be millions of

All persons who have a bill against
the town of Paris in any account,
please consider it your duty to present it at

Traveler—Say, boy,

kind of yellow.

Boy—Yes,
planted.

sir.

Boy.

your

corn

That's the

looks

kind

we

as

Selectmen
1909.

of

January,

Paris.

Patron of Art.
"So you enjoy reading all the extravagant praise that is printed about that
A

opera singer ?"
"Yes," answered Mr. Cumrox. "It
kind of helps me to feel that maybe
those tickets were worth what I paid
for 'em."—Washington Star.

RELIEVES STOMACH MISERY
ALMOST IMMEDIATELY.

though

Hodgklns and Slater,
Harry Marx

Cornell us Sullivan
Edward A. FlDnen
Cohen and Klaln
E.E. roller.
Asa M. Smith
Frank Duffney et ala,
Fred A. Russell
Albert A. Croaler
Joseph Dougay,
Naaon, Hobson and Black,—
Isadora Dragoon
Loren M. Gordon,—;
W. W. Gardner.
Ebeneier Bragilon,...,.
Elmore Blaltoell,
Thoe. Tatrone,
George M. Pike,
Frank K. Davis
D. W. Irish
Chaa. Gowell

George Seavey

Filter

Mike Guatitl
Georglana Potvln
Fred C. Covering

Dairy

and

Chaa. Bartlett,
Chaa. Lovejoy
Thoa. Williams,
Albert Paradis
Dan McLafferty

Strainer

Hugh

of the greatest Sanitary inventions of the age.
No farmer should be withWe have arrangout one.
Is

one

W. WALKER & SON

A.

to sell our goods in the
towns of Paris, Norway,
Oxford and Hebron, who
will be pleased to show
The
them at any time.
shape and construction of
these filters is such that they
can be used on a pail, jug
Read what
or any vessel.
the Press says of this won-

derful invention.

Willard

Fred A. Russell
Wilfred Oollette
White, Flnnen et als
Gentile and Lavorgna,
Ben Marquis
Dargle, Gallant et als

Joseph Paradis
Joseph Paradis,

Haine.

John Thatcher

Edmund Tardlff,
Harry Delong
Chas. Hammond,
Chas. Hammond,

and Pictures,

James McGee
James McGee,
Dube and Laroche,
Dube and Laroche
Mitchell and McPhee,
Mitchell and McPhee
James Gallagher

Mats, Mirrors

James Gallagher
Peter Perry
Peter Perry
Gentile and Lavorgna,

Mouldings yL

Mrs. A.

me

Fred W. White
.·
Daniel D. Leader
Martin, Plante and Ducas
Robert Chapman

Joseph Dougay
Frank Mega*

Sepia and Oil a specialty.

Loren M. Gordon
Ben Marquis
Henry Dargle et als,
Lavorgna and Gentile,

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

James Gallagher,
Ε. H. Peter*,
Albert Paradis,

L. M. TUFTS,

Hugh

Ben Marquis,
Joseph Dougay
Hugh McKlnnon

aches, Biliousness, Dizziness, Dyspepsia
and Constipation. 25o. a box, mailed by
The Bloodine Co., Inc., Boaton, Mass.

Englishman—Can

yon

tell

lad, how far It ia to Kirkcaldy?

me,

my

BEFOBE > BUMFOBD

NOTICE.

GEORGE LEBELL,
{In Bankruptcy.
of Bamford, Bankrupt. )
créditera of George Le bell, In the
County of Oxford and district Aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby riven that on the 39th day of
Le bell
February, A. D. 1008, the said Georgethe
first
are
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that
meeting of his creditors will be held at the office
South
Parts,
8
Market
here Is one
about
of the fieferoe, No.
8quare,
your
on the 28th day of Feb., A. D. 1909, at 10 o'clock
In the forenoon, at which time the said creditor*
made for you.
a
may attend, prove their claims, appoint
Made from richest Ohio wheat, stored
trustee, examine the bankrupt, and transact
become
such other business as may properly
in amaled tanks and cleaned numberfore said meeting.
less times before grinding. Tested
8outh Paris, Feb. 14.1909.
WALTER L. GRAY.
every half hour at the mills.
Referee la Bankruptcy.
It maices the whitest, lightest,
most appetizing bread in the
world.
To the

If you

flour,

just

Eastern Steamship Company.
Portland Division.

FIRST CLAM FARE «l.OO.
STATEROOMS fl.OO.

Steamship·

Dlngley"

"Governor

or

Fuller" leave Franklin
Wharf, Portland, week day· only at
7 p. m., for Boston.
"Ransom

B.

Returning
Leave Union Wharf, Boston,
days only, at 7 p.m., for Portland.

Through tickets

railroad stations.

Freight

on

sale at

particular

WilliamTell

/fFlour
AKSTED A BUKK COMPAHT, I
SproffitU, OU·

weekl ^ For Sale at Your Grocaf»

principal I

Ν. D. Bolster & Co.

rates as low as other lines.

HILLS,

J. F. LISCOMB, General Agent,
Portland, Me.
60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Jeweler and Graduate

Optioian.

BEFORE JAMBS H.
State

9.
τβ.

George

State

τι.

A handsomely illustrated weekly. I^anreet rtreolation of any setentioc loarnaL. Tims. SS a
year : fonr months, IL BoM by at! newsdealer*.

State

vs.

tasters!»!!!»

Shingle

;a*h In Office and Bank,
*(tente' Balance·
[ntereet and Rente,
All other Asaet·,

9 757,0·*
106,7001 «>
4,418,5ei ui
550,v ι <><
122,4ii < i
2,'J44 0>
lW,e*Ji 72

Gross Asset
Deduct Item· not

V«,iw^4- τ
4J.3.T r

Collateral Loan·,
itocka and Bond·,

admitted,

96,1*2.921 "9
LIABILITIES DEC. 31,1908.
Met Unpaid Loaaea
f 627,126 »#
Unearned Premium»
911,584 Π
AU other Liabilities
83,145 M
Dash Capital,
-.'.000,000 uj
2,901,064 7':
Surplue orer all Liabilities,
Admitted Assets

Total Liabilities and Sarplu·,
$6,122,921 70
Μ. Γ. BARTLETTjGeneral Agent,
W
Wtterrtlle, Sfalnr
PROBATE NOTICES.
To all persons Interested In either of the estate*
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, held at Boraford, In
and (or the County of Oxford, on the tecon>l
Tuesday of Feb., In the year of our Lord one
thousand nine hundred and nine. The follow
Ing matter harlng been presented for the action
thereupon hereinafter indicated, It la hereby
Okdcrbd:
That notice thereof be given to all peraons In
tereated by causing a copy of this order to be
three weeks successively In the Ox
at South
ford Democrat, a newspaper
Parla, Id said County, that they may appear at »
on the
be
held
at
to
Court
Parle,
Probate
third Tueaday of March, A. D. 1909, at 9 of th<clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon If

publlahed

they

published

see cause.

Herrltt Parsons, late of Buckdeld, de
ceased ; will and petition for probate thereof presented by Hannah J. M. i'araons, the executrix
therein named.

Joasphlas E. Dudley, late of Woodstock,
deceaaea ; will and petition for probate thereof
resented by John J. Goody, the executor there
η named.

ft

Charles Π. Maxxy, late of Canton, deceased ; final account presented for allowance b/
Dennis J. Byther, administrator.
Emma I<· Hnbbell, late of Dlxfleld, de
oeaaeil ; final account presented for allowance by
Qeorge Walters, administrator.
ADDISON E. HEBBICK, Judge of said Court.
A true copy—attest :
ALBEBT D. PARK, Beglster.

Bankrupt's Petition

for

Discharge.

)

In the matter of
JOHN H. RAYMOND,

| In Bankruptcy
Bankrupt. )
To the Hon. Clarence Hai.e, Judge of the Distrlct Court of the United States for the Dlstrl·

of Maine:

RAYMOND,
Upton,
JOHN
County of Oxford, and State of Maine,
In «aid District, respectfully represent* that
of

H.

In

the
on

day of Decepiber, last past, be waa duly
adj udged bankrupt under the Acta of Congroas re
to
Bankruptcy; that be baa duly surrcn
latlng
demi all bis property and rights of property,
has
ami
fully compiled with all the requirements
of aald Acta and of the ordera of Court touching
bla bankruptcy.
Wherefore he praya, Tbat be may be decreed
by the Court to bare a full discharge from all
debts provable against bla estate under aald
bankruptcy Acta, except aucb debta aa are excepted by law from sucn discharge.

the Mh

Dated thla î.'nd day of Jan.. A. D. 1909.
JOHN H. RAYMOND, Bankrupt.
OBDEB OF NOTICE THEBEOIV.

District of Mainb, s·.
On this 13th day of Feb., A. D. 1909, on read
Ing the foregoing petition. It la
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be r
upon the aameon the 5th day of March, A. I).
lOOt), before aald Court at Portland, In aald Dis
trlct, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ; and that no
tlce thereof be publlabed In the Oxford Demo
crat, a newspaper printed In aald District, an :
that all known créditera, and other peraons In
lntercst„may appear at the aald time and place,
and show cause, If any they have, why th.
prayer of aald petitioner ahould not be granted
And It la further ordered by the Court, Tbat
the Clerk shall aend by mall to all known cred
Hors coplea of aald petition ami this order, a<!
dressed to tbem at their places of residence »«·

|

t

Witness the Hon. Clarknce Hale, Judge of
the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portlan 1,
In said District, on the 13th day of Feb., Α. I».
1909.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
[L.·.]
A true oopy of petition and onler thereon.
Attest: JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.

9 691
$
WADSWOBTH, TBIAL

Seavey,

W. L. Martin,
Wm. McCsfferty

$

|

89 901
81 71
18

811

10 10
17 69
113

$

Jesse K. Fuller
Frank K. Davis
L. O. Irish,

12 29
1214
5 04
7 18

BEFOBE CHARLES F. WHITMAN, TBIAL JUSTICE,
SOUTH PABIS.
10 87]
State τβ. Chas. Bartlett,
·
BEFOBB SUPBBME JUDICIAL
M ABC H TBBM, 1908.

State

τ·.

COUBT,

MITTIMUSSUS.

Slddall

Dearborn

—I

..

Rand,
Cook
Paparato,
.....

McPbee
Kennedy,
Kennedy,
Peters,

4. and H.

Perry,
Perry,
McGee
McGee,
McGee,

Wilson,

...............

.......

...............

Marquis,
West,

Dalley

Boss,
Laukshas,
Lankshaa,.........
Loxler,
McArdle
Bernstein,
Elchles,
Antonio.
J. and H. Wilson
M ontlsano

.......

.......

............

......

Paparato,

.....

Gilbert
Yelbmert,
White,
Bom,
DaTla

Barrett,
Kills,

81 OS
9 45
1196
1196

MAT TBBM, 1908.

ts.

1198
11 98
1934
102
2 12
2 12
2 12
2 12
102
102
162
162
162
11
1 «2
162
3 24
102
If"
11
102
1 62
162
1146
14 48
1 37
149
116
1 62
84 43
SO 89
14 10
14 57
27 70

»

$

10 45
1-37
1190
1198
1190

The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
bas been duly appointed administrator with
the will annexed or the estate of
KILBON PERHAM, late of Woodstock,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased we
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pa)
ment Immediately.
GEORGE W. Q. PERHAM
Jan. 19tb, 19P9.

I

PARSONS, TBIAL JUSTICE,

8tate ts. Ada Weldman

Meeting of Creditors.

notice.

BUCKFIELD.

Machine with

Ο. K. Yates, West Paris, Maine.
30 A Preble St., Portland, Me.

ASSETS 1)EC. 31, 1906.
Seal Estate

JOHN L. HOWARD, TBIAL JUSTIOB,

BEFOBE MEBBITT

for Sale.

\^ieel edger, wooden frame, saw 33
inches, practically new and capable
of cutting from 8 to 10 thousand
DRUG CLERKS
I prepare you for State Board Ex· I shingles a day, so says F. L.'. Willie,
animations in the quickest possible a practical mill man at West Paris.
time. References from my success- j Will be sold at a
bargain for cash or
ful students furnished. Address,
a good time note.
Enquire of Dr.
A. P. PIERCE,
M

H.

Wm. McCafferty

Shingle Machine

A Hall's

Deposit Co. of Md,
Fidelity and
BALTinORE, flD.

BABBOWS, TBIAL JUSTICE,

RIDLONV1LLK.

NORWAY, MAINE.
A

Black,....
GEOBQE M. AT WOOD,
Traaaorer of Oxford Count?

Notice of First

JUSTICE, ill RAM.
Josephine and Hattle Wilson, $
Joseph C. Meserve,
Mosea J. Chapman,

BKFOBK

Designs

Scientific American.

E. Blaladell

Ν aeon, Bobaon and

$

McPhee

InrenUo^sprobsblyp^ffl^^C^gunl^

Gardner
Raaaelt
Tatrone
P. Blaladell,

Bethel.

«

BEFOKB LLEWELLTN A.

I rade

tlon» strictly conSdential
sent free. Oldest acency·
Patent* taken through
tptclai notic*, without charge, in

RECORDER.

Joseph WaUon
John Thatcher
Patsy Papasodero,
Ben Martiale,
Edward H. Peter*,
Kennedy and Heafey
Kennedy and Slddall
•Joseph I'aradls
Joseph Paradis,...
Daniel Saryent
Joseph Watson,
Joseph Watson
Joe Gilbert,
Joe Yelbmert
Martin M.Moy
Ben Marquis,
Ben Marquis,
Reuben bailey
Wlllard G. Pratt,
Pearl Cole,

Everett,
Yelbmert,
Loster,
Slddall

■Copvmohts 4c.

..

TardUT,
Slegaa,

7 So
S 00
600
17 60
7 60
12 00
13 84
4 83
17 04
2 85
14 68
8 96
1450
912
100
24 32
6 40
10 10
8 00
5 95
57 34
6 24
7 56
6 64
30 72
"19 80
25 34
U 68
8 90
4 96
162

MUNICIPAL COUBT,

JAMES B. STEVENSON,

τ·.

Patents
Anyone lending
qnlcklr ascertain

FALLS

West
Antonio,

a sketeb and dseorletlon may
oar «pinion tree wbetter an

23 m
10 45
137
1 37
6ï
β v>
7 40
8 i)
17 M
5 4'.
15 m

White,

Mitchell

18 81
17 19
15 08
11 65
10 41
11 04
16 18
11 72
12 34 In the District Court of the United Sûtes for
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
14 81
931 In the matter of
)
1147
5 In Bankrupt* y.
SILAS A 8TRARX9,
10 45
of etoneham, Bankrupt. )
10 45
To the creditors of Silas A. Stearns, In iv
1067
and district aforesaid
1119 County of Oxfonl
Notice Is hereby given that on the 13th day f
9 96
said Silas A. Stearns w
the
A.
D.
1909,
Feb.,
16 03
the fl. ·ι
8 34 duly abjudicated bankrupt, and that
will be held at the oil
of
his
creditors
meeting
1597
8
Market
No.
of
the
Referee,
Square, Sout
14 15
Albert Martin
of March, A. L). 1909, at i
16 54 1'arls, on the 3rd day
Mike Gostaltls
o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the sai l
creditors may attend, prove their claims, ai
BETOBB NORWAT MUNICIPAL COUBT,
point a trustee, examine the bankrupt an :
WILLIAM r. JONKS, JUDOK.
transact such other bualneas as may properly
State ts. Fred C. Lorlng
I 15 17 come before said meeting.
23 60
Ebenezer Bragdon
South Paris, Maine. Feb. IS, 1900.
10 84
WALTER L. GRAY,
George Yelbmert,
10 84
Wilfred Oullette,
Referee la Bankruptcy
31 96
Edward Flnnen,
State

In the District Court of the United State· for the
District of Maine. In Bankraptoy.
In the matter of
)

Pneumonia often follows la grippe but
follows the use of Foley's Honey
and Tar, for la grippe congbs and deep
Refuse any but the
seated colds.
genuine in the yellow package. F. A.
Sburtleff & Co.

Bloodine Liver Pills cure Siok Head-

McKlnnon

Arthur King.
Alfred Jonea,
Isador Dragoon,

SOUTH PARIS

F. A. 8HURTLEFF A, CO.

never

sense.

Marx

Harry Marx,..λ
Cohen and Klaln,
Cohen and Klaln

in Crayon, Water color,.

CURES CATARRH, ASTHMA,
Bronchitis, Croup, Coughs and Colds, at
Sold ?»nd piiaranteed by
monrv back.

PNEUMONIA FOLLOWS LA GRIPPE.

didn't have any

Liquors,

Harry

Ben Marquis
Cornelius Sullivan
Ostlno Paparato,

"Well," replied Mr. Cutting, "that
need't worry you."

He—So your father thought I wanted
to marry yon for your money. What
did you say?
She—I persuaded him that you didn't,
and then be said if that waa the case yon

Intox.

Intox. Liquor*

High Grade Portrait Work

Nichols St..

1 74
10 oo

Wllflatna
Dargle étala

13 59
11 72
14 67
1-2 92
13 59
13 34
15 71
14 67
14 42
13 59
13 59
13 34
9 01
12 47
12 09
7 ?2
12 09
7 47
IS 09
7 47
13 46
8 84
13 46
8 84
12 09
7 47
12 09
7 47
29 45
17 31
5 00
1144
9 58
8 59
8 59
12 21
8 34
22 40
16 09
11 44
8 94
7 46
8 96
13 in
12 41
15 51
15 04
15 01
15 04
14 58
15 04
17 80
9 21
1515
11 71
10 21
10 74
6 97

Harry Dclong,
Chaa. Hammond
Jamea McGee,
Simeon Laroche,
Joseph Dube et als
Howard McPhee,
Joseph Mitchell
James Gallagher
Peter Perry,
Edmund Tardlff,.
Chas. Kennedy

Picture Frames

&

18 21

...

Harry C. Forbes, late of Buckdeld, de
ceased; petition that Ida M. Forbes or some
other suitable person be appointed administrator
Fred A. Russell
of the estate of said deceased presented by Ida
Chas. Gowell
M. Forbes, widow.
James Gallagher,
McKlnooo
J··· Green, late of Woodstock, deceased;
Hugh
Simeon Larouch
will and petition for probate thereof anl the
Joe Dougay,
appointment of A. Mont Chase aa administrator
Albert Paradis,
with the will annexed presented by Thomas
Dan McCafferty,
Urcen, widower.
Joe Mitchell
Harvey Ksaasy, late of Dlxfleld, deceased,
Geo. Yelbmert,
final account presented for allowance by John
Cohen and Κ lain
N.
Thompson, administrator.
Elmore Blalsdell,
v
I>anlel B. Keene, late of Sumner, deceased ;
BEFORE KUMFORD FALLS MUNICIPAL COURT,
remain
petition for order to distribute balance
ARKTA8 E. STKARN8, JUDOS.
Ing In hla hands presentod by John II. Boblnsou,
t 28 13 a<lmlnlstrator.
8Ut« ▼·. Warren Cook,
Mike Gustltla,
Cornelias Sullivan

M'f'g Co.,

Lewiston,

Gallagher

137

Laroche,
Brairdon,

7 44
8 05
3 05
9 05
8 05
33 48
100
174
10 50
5 62
48 76
5 00
9 60
510
29 86
23 80
11 37
58 92
1117
1117
1117
1117
11 17
2 00
5 00
2136
7 74
23 89

White, Flnncn et als,
Joseph Dube
Harry Lane

ed with

Dube

2128

McKlnnon

James

HEXAMETHYLENETETRA MINE.

The above is the name of a German
chemical, which is one of the many
valuable ingredients of Foley's Kidney
Hexamethylenetetramine is
Remedy.
recognized by medical text books and
authorities ae a uric acid solvent and anTake Foley's
tiseptic for the urine.
Kidney Remedy as Boon as you notice
any irregularities, and avoid a serious
malady. F. A. Sburtleff & Co.

·

Joseph C. Meserve
Fred Prue,
Fre<l W. white
Ε. H. Peter*

1S7

137
10 70
50 06
9 46
137

Chapman,
Gallagher,
Melllgao,

17 76

BEI'OBE SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT,
ftTTOHKR TERM. 1906.

The

Duc*·,

La Be lie,
Stevenson,
Mtrqola,

62

Kennedy
E. H. Petera
Harry Delong

State

Martin,
Plante,

124

Chaa.

...

Blaladell,

Sullivan

30 16
19 08
30 33
15 96
4 30
7 60
2 00
100
100

Perry
Ben Marqula.

Plante,

Qowell,

14 06
12 62
β 10
S 00
15 08

3 84
186

Peter

Leave rooui for the name of
each guest, which is written in red ou
the hatchet. \t the end of the batchc)
iie red. white and blue ribbons "Kacb
.."layer is blindfolded, turned around
tSree times and tolil to pi:i the hatiliet
The
;s tl· se as possible to the notch.
player who comes nearest the marl; is

If the food you ate at jour last meal
you will did not digeat. but laid for a long time
have only half a crop.
like lead on yonr stomach, then you have
Boy—Don't expect any more. The indigestion and muet act quickly.
landlord gets the other half.
Of cours^here are many other sympTraveler (after a minute's thought)— toms of Indigestion, such aa belching up
bemuch
difference
is
not
sour food, heartburn, dizziness, shortSay, there
tween you and a fool.
ness of breath, and foul breath, and If
is
Boy—No sir. Only the fence.
you have any of them, your stomach
out of order and should be corrected.
Ml-o-na tablets have cured thousands
Many sufferers from nasal catarrhYay
they get splendid results by using an of cases of indigestion and stomach
atomizer. For their benefit we prepare trouble. If you have any stomach disEly'· Liquid Cream Balm. Except that tress, Mi-o-na will relieve instantly.
But Mi-o-na unlike most so called dysit is liquid it is in all respects like the
healing, helpful, pain-allaying Cream pepsia remedies, does mora than relieve;
Balm that the public has been familiar it permanently cures dyspepsia or any
with for years. No cocaine nor other stomach trouble by putting energy and
the stomach.
dangerous drug in It. The soothing strength into the wails of tablets
costs
▲ large box of Mi-o-na
epray is a remedy that relieves at once.
& Co.'s
ShurtlefTe
F.
A.
at
50
cents
All druggiats, 75c., including apraying but
tube, or mailed by Ely Broa., 56 Warren and are guaranteed to cure or money
back. When others fail, Mi-o-na enres.
Street, New Tork.
It is a producer of flesh when the body
the stomach and
Mr. Jenkiiie—You may be sure that is thin; it cleanses
the blood and makes
there will never in our time be a Euro- bowels; purifies
rich red blood.
pean war. Just reflect. Nearly every
one of the royal families is related to
the others.
Mrs. Jenkins—That'e why I think
there will be a war.

Traveler—Looks

once.

and bine.

ΠΙ-0-ΝΑ

a

Mitchell and Mcl'bee,
J. L. LeClalr
Warren Cook,
"Gentile and Lavorgna,
John Thatcher,
Josephine and Battle Wllaon,.
Edmund TardllT,
Gallagher and Dearborn
Dube and Laroche,
Andrewa and Pike,

..

Mitchell
Martin and

2 60
90 74
6 00
3924
630
1310
3 96
6 00
600
90 60
10 20
17 89

McGee,

James

162

l 62
11,
s u
1 βϊ
<00
3 62
1 «2
162
13 62
lie»
11 «t
11 68

MarqaU

SolUras,

8110
18 30
660
1166
8 76

Jamea Thatcher,
Gilbert and Yelbmert
Gentile and LaToifna^-.r....
Joaephlne and Battle Wllaon,.
K. B. Peter»
Joaeph Paradla
Benben Dalley,.
Andrewaand Pike,
Clarence A. Rind,
Sever/
Edmund Tanllff,
Barry Delonir
Howard McPhee
Jobn Antonio,

434

...—...

Searer,
Laroche,

64 63
860
83 02

Kennedy

1 «
4%

1 «i
1 62

Doogaj,

710

Cbaa.
Oatlno Paparato,
John Antonio

$1.00

50c.

*

sat
S 74
7M

Plnnen,

β 10
ttas

Margot·,

174
13 Κ

—

Martin,
William*..

$1,647 M

Dnbeand Laroche,
Iaaac Benutela
Martin M. Moy
Warren Cook.

NOTICE.

dollars. It will mean in many parts of
New England the building up again of a
forest industry.
A good beginning has been made by
What NamaT
each of the New England States in
framing of good forest laws and in Tour Initial» Dexin with an A,
demonstrating to the people the practi- You've an A at t'»o endIs of your name.
an A,
whole of your name
cability of forest planting, but the key- The
And It's backward and forward the same.
note of success in this whole work rests
Answer—Anna.
upon good fire laws, rigorously executed, and a realisation by the people of the
great need there will be in the future
for a local supply of timber.

Too Smart

TKKM, 1906.
Kate re. Wallace Q. Everett
James McGee,
Gallagher and Dearborn,
Joseph Watton,
Daniel Sarjront,
MARCH

Ben

MoCaflnty,
Baitlett,..
Martin iad Plante,
Docae,
Cobea
While,

COUET,

Β STORE S UPS KMX JUDICIAL

refund your money.

85c.

17*
174

Cotnrrr or οχνοκο.
Ootnrrr Tuaioi»*· onto*.
South Part·, Mate·, Jaa. 36, 1900.
The following llat containing the aggregate
mount of eoata allowed In «Mb crtmlnalcaae aa
indited and allowed by Um Supreme Judicial
Conrt and a peel tying the court or nuflatrale
that allowed the same and before wboa&e eaae
the
>rtglnated la publlabed In compliance117with
of the
uorlalona of Section U of Chapter
Berlaed Statute· of the State of Maine.

shape

stomachs In

put

•va*· or

for 57 years. A fifty-cent
bottle will tone up yours. If
it doesn't, the druggist will

—

"No, sir."
"I hardly

unhealthy stomach la
generally what makes many
An

else.

(over phone)—Can you send
up a cook to-day, Mr. Dwyer?
of
Head
Intelligente Office—Sorry I
Wash two pounds of fresh liver and can't accommodate you, Mrs. Α., but we
flour very thoroughly, seasoning It with have only one in the office.
Mrs. Α.—But why mayn't I have her?
pepper and lemon juice. Lay it in a
Head of Intelligence Office—Oh, we
casserole or large enameled baking dish;
add two sliced onions and six carrots have to keep her as a sample.
shredded lengthwise, a bay leaf, a
sprinkling of parsley, of thyme, and a
Foley's Honey and Tar clears the air
pint of water. Place thin slices of fat passages,, stops the irritation in the
bacon over all, cover tightly and bake throat, soothes the inflamed membranes,
for an hour and a half; then remove the and the most obstinate cough disappears.
bow a score of seventy-flve may be cover, baste and brown for ten minutes. Sore and inflamed
lungs are healed and
made by drawing a straight line Serve with tomatoes or chili sauce.
strengthened, and the cold is expelled
from the system. Refuse any bnt the
through Maggie's squares.
RICE A LA CREOLE.
No. 398.—Curtailings:
genuine in the yellow package. F. A.
Fairy, fair;
one large onion and a small slice
Chop
Sburtleff & Co.
Cuba, cub; pope, pop.
of cooked ham very fine; put in a sauceNo. 394.—Charade: Crock-o-dial, crocpan with one tablespoon of butter, add
"You have such a model husband,"
odile.
one cup of oooked rice, also one small
who was congratulating
1. Foxes, can of cooked tomatoes or a dozen fresh said the lady
Subtractions:
No. 39ft.
the bride.
foes. 2. Sold. sod. 3. Creek, reek. 4. ones, one teaspoon of salt and a little
The next day the bride bethought her
Mix well together and heat
Visit, sit. 5. Play, pay. G. Shove, shoe. paprika.
to look up the word "model" in the dicin
a
Then
dish,
put
baking
thoroughly.
T. Place, pace.
and this is what she found:
cover with bread crumbs and put in the tionary,
of the real
The tomatoes Model: A small imitatioa
oven for fifteen minutes.
C. R. Kluger, the Jeweler, 1000 Virbe stewed until thick before mix- thing.
should
ginia Avenue, Indianapolis, Ind., writes: ing·
Ί was so weak from kidney trouble that
Bloodine, The World's Tonic, is the
[ could hardly walk a hundred feet.
BACON CHOWDER.
best tonic and body builder. Free samPour bottles of Foley's Kidney Remedy
Chop half a pound of bacon or salt ple by mall for 10c.
Address, The
:leared my complexion, cured my backand fry lightly in a kettle. Bloodine Co., Inc., Boeton, Mass.
coarsely
pork
iche and the irregularities disappeared, Add two
tablespoons of flour and when
ind I can now attend to business every this is
brown, add six potatoes, also
'It's really distressing to think," said
and
recommend
Foley's Kidney chopped, with water to cover. Boil
iay,
Remedy to all sufferers, as it cured me forty-five minutes, add three cups of the wealthy Mr. Farrasy, "that many
very ocmmon and ignorant people will
ifter the doctors and other remedies milk and three or four broken
crackers, be admitted to heaven."
bad failed." F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
season to taste, boil up and serve.
BBAISED

Q
Λ·—dp
rr:

has

that
Not Including old plantations
have been cut, approximately
25,200 the winner.
in
New
acres of foreat have been planted
England. It is estimated that 5,000,000
An Obedient Tiger.
and
white
of
84,000 feet
board feet
pine
"Iîow entire." remarks the London
of bard woods could be harvested to-day
from plantations In New England.
Giobe. "Is the confidence of the uatlve
Most of the white pine plantations East Indian In the government may be
have been established within the last few
gathered from the following anecdote,
years and will not be ready to cut for wfilch comes from Lahore: A tiger
twenty-five or thirty years. Two hun- had
escaped from the zoological gardred million feet is a conservative estito lure It
mate of what may then be obtained. dens, and Us keeper, hoping
From the trees that have been planted back, followed it. When all other Induring this year of 1Θ08 about 60,000,000 ducements had failed, lie lifted up his
feet may be obtained when the planta- voice and solemnly adjured it in the
tion· become merchantable. And only a name of the British government, to
beginning has been made toward render- which It belonged, to come back to Its
ing productive the immense area of land
The tiger, It Is needless to add,
in New England which can be devoted to cage.
once."
forest growth better than to anything obeyed at

Sootch Boy—Weil, If ye gang on
straight, it's abont twenty-flve thousand
sorry—all
my
GRILLED ALMONDS.
Wheelbarrows—We tLave a few first class whoelbarrows. Call and see them.
mllei; but if ye turn back, ye're there
laughter· are already engaged."
v
Blanch the shelled almonds by pouring in five minutée.
de
never
Count
the
Batteries'1
sell
"Colombia
Mon—"Ah,
well,
mind;
Ignition
Telephones and Electrical Supplies—We
[Ml call again next time there's a va- plenty of boiling water over them. Let
best for automobile· and telephones.
Hoarse coughs and stuffy colds that
a few minutes, pour off the hot
stand
lancy."
water, rinse with cold. Cover the bot- may develop intotoneumonla over night
What will you take for that Cough tom of a dish with oli^e oil and when are quickly cured by Foley's Honey and
rou have, Bill? I don't want It, but if I hot put In the nuts and stir gently until Tar, and It soothes inflamed membranes,
tad it I would take Bloodine Cough brown and put nnta on paper to oool. heals the lungs, and expels the oold
from the system. F. ▲, Sburtleff 6 Oo.
Checker, a SSo. bottle will ou re yon.
Sprinkle while hot with MUt.—Xx.
We seU wire screen cloth,

Am Appropriate Qame Pop Washing·
'ion'* Birthday.
For yoar Washington'· birthday
celebration try a hatchet party, which
Is somewhat like a donkey party. On

and salt, the stock slowly, and gether with fine wire.
then ketchup, cook ten minutes, strain
It was a remarkable operation, the
and serve hot.
only one of its kind, it is said, ever performed in this country. The name of
AMBER MARMALADE.
the man whose limb was taken off will
one
and
lemon
Shave one orange, one
never be divulged by the physicians.
hatchets about three Inches Ιοιιμ
grapefruit very thin, rejecting nothing They have expressed their deep grati- of
Decorate these hatchets in red. white
but seeds and cores. Measure the fruit

Pipe, Fittings,
A good stock of Machine Screws, Bolts, Nuts, Etc
Key to the Puzzler.
No. 389.—Numerical Enigma: 1. Fat,
Valves and Plumbing Supplies. Electric Power and Light. City Water.
handsome.
All in running order and doing a good business in general repairing of her—father. 2. Hand, some—
3. To get her—together. 4. Plea, sure
machine work and plumbing. Address,
—pleasure. 5. China—chin, a. β. For,
•
8.
7. Sea. son—season.
get—forget.
Abandon—a band on. 9. Hatred—hat,

ALMOST

CoLcra,

7ΓHAtCHET PARTY.

Km.

cup of batter
and one ounce of bitter chooolate. Beat
tive, price or compensation.
one egg, add two-third· cap of sugar,
7, 8, 9, a period of time reckoned stir in one-fonrth cap of flour, one teaFrom some remarkable event
■poon of vanilla, then add the melted Kelly,
Northwest, was re10, 8, 9, 11, 13, something drawn batter and chocolate and lastly two- Twenty-third Street, well
at the hospital
to be doing
this
ported
Let
walnuts.
of
thirds
chopped
cap
ilong.
Farther than to say they were
to-day.
then
it
will
that
cool
so
mixture
stiffen,
a
bulbous
with
a
2. 3. 5, 12. 13,
plant
by the ontlook for a auooesadrop from a teaspoon on flat tins and enoonraged
root.
fnl outcome of the operation, the auin
a moderately hot oven.
bake
13, 12, 11, 4, 7, sound or clamor.
thorities of the hospital woald not disBREADED MUTTON CHOPS.
Dr. Vaughan is also retcuss the case.
2, 8, 9, 10, 5, 12, 13. a formal speech
>n a special occaslou.
Order eight chops cut thin. Make a icent on the subject, following the dicwith re6, 8, 2, 3, 7. a male insect with a bad white sauce of four tablespoons of flour, tates of professional etiquette
one-half teaspoon of salt, one-eighth tee- spect to such matters.
reputation.
Kelly was admitted to the hospital
spoon of pepper creamed with One table3, 5. I, 7, very pleasant to taste.
of with a badly diseased left knee, the respoon of butter and added to one oap
8, 9, 11. 4, 5, 13, sweet and dried.
rich milk or cream. When thoroughly sult of an injury which affected the
4, 5, 3,' 13t 7, 8, is a wicked one.
cooked add one-half cup of chopped bone· in the leg. Realizing that ampubam and cool. Broil the chops and sea- tation would be necessary to save the
were
measnrea
son with salt and pepper, when cool limb anleea extreme
No. 397.—Charad·.
spread both sides with a layer of the adopted, Dr. Vaughan, who had charge
My first the farmer· often uae.
Me for my second surely chooae.
sauce, allow them to stand on a buttered of the caae, decided to try grafting.
In the hoapital waa a patient about to
For third a vowel I present.
plate until firm, then dip in egg and
Intent
word
a
common
fourth
For
crumbs and cook in deep fat until Drown. die. Permission was obtained from his
On making father (word so sweet)
Serve with tomato or Cuban aaace.
family to amputate his leg immediately
Become entirely obaolete.
after his death, whioh was inevitable.
of
thin.
CUBAN SAUCE.
My fifth's the opposite
As soon as he passed away Dr. Vaughan,
AnU when you've taken all theae In
Two tablespoons chopped ham, one· assisted by several other surgeons, amI think you'll find my whole to be
fourth cop flour, one-fourth cup butter, putated the leg, out out the knee and the
A certain kind of pharmacy.
one and one-half cups stock, one cup calf.
An identical operation was per-St. Nicholas.
tomato ketchup, one-half teaspoon salt; formed on Kelly and the transfer was
add
until
bam
and
cook
butter,
brown,
made. The bones were fastened toNo. 398.—Multiplication Puzzle.

the

Uric-0 Treatment Expels
Poi5on from the Blood.

come

GOODYEAR

sttsssss™?
«ïïxsriss»·
Oxford Democrat, Sooth Parts, Me.

a

flour

Those sharp, shooting pains through
the chent around the region of the heart
mean that poisonous uric and rheumatic
acid are there ready to spring and grip
tightly the muscles controlling the
Don't neglect these
heart's action.
You must neutralize and
warnings.
drive these dangerous poisons from the
nystem, or sooner or later they will over-

c.

HOMEM AXEES COLUMN.

draft of

NOTICE.

In the District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
GUY C. STANCHFIELD, } In Bankruptcy.
of Rumford, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of Guy C. StanchdeM, la
the County of Oxford and district aforesaid
Notice Is hereby given tbat on the 6th day of
Feb., A. D. 1909, the said Guy C. Stanchtk-M
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the tlrsi
meeting of hla creditors will be held at the offire
of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South
Paris, on the 24th day of Feb., A. D. 1900, »'
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time th>;
said creditors may attend, prove their claim»,
appointa trustee, examine the bankrupt, an I
tranaact such other business as may properly
com· before said meeting.
Sooth Paris. Feb β, 1909.
WALTER L.GRAY.
Referee In Bankrupt/·ν

A LOW PRICE
—

Wool
to

close

out

ON

—

Carpets

odd patterns and clean

up stock.

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

NORWAY,

MAINE.

ECZEMA

PURIFINA

cured b,
ΛΝΥ Druggist CAN supply you. 5c. siîe Fret.
«Vhal ΟΠΉ* Proof I
puaiNU. Λ*ψ Ύ*Λ ONT.

